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Abstract:We simplify and extend the construction of half-BPS solutions to 11-dimensional
supergravity, with isometry superalgebra D(2, 1; γ) ⊕D(2, 1; γ). Their space-time has the
form AdS3×S3×S3 warped over a Riemann surface Σ. It describes near-horizon geometries
of M2 branes ending on, or intersecting with, M5 branes along a common string. The
general solution to the BPS equations is specified by a reduced set of data (γ, h,G), where
γ is the real parameter of the isometry superalgebra, and h and G are functions on Σ
whose differential equations and regularity conditions depend only on the sign of γ. The
magnitude of γ enters only through the map of h,G onto the supergravity fields, thereby
promoting all solutions into families parametrized by |γ|. By analyzing the regularity con-
ditions for the supergravity fields, we prove two general theorems: (i) that the only solution
with a 2-dimensional CFT dual is AdS3×S3×S3×R2, modulo discrete identifications of the
flat R2, and (ii) that solutions with γ < 0 cannot have more than one asymptotic higher-
dimensional AdS region. We classify the allowed singularities of h and G near the boundary
of Σ, and identify four local solutions: asymptotic AdS4/Z2 or AdS′7 regions; highly-curved
M5-branes; and a coordinate singularity called the "cap". By putting these "Lego" pieces
together we recover all known global regular solutions with the above symmetry, including
the self-dual strings on M5 for γ < 0, and the Janus solution for γ > 0, but now promoted
to families parametrized by |γ|. We also construct exactly new regular solutions which are
asymptotic to AdS4/Z2 for γ < 0, and conjecture that they are a different superconformal
limit of the self-dual string. Finally, we construct exactly γ > 0 solutions with highly curved
M5-brane regions, which are the formal continuation of the self-dual string solutions across
the decompactification point at γ = 0.
∗Unité mixte (UMR 8549) du CNRS et de l’ENS, Paris.
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1 Introduction and summary
The fundamental branes of M-theory are the M2-brane and the M5-brane.∗ There has
been significant progress [2–4] in recent years towards elucidating the gauge dynamics of
multiple M2 branes, which is dual to eleven-dimensional supergravity in AdS4×S7/Zk. The
dynamics of multiple M5 branes, on the other hand, and of intersections of M5 branes
with M2 branes remain elusive. The two problems are related, since it is believed that the
M5-brane dynamics is described by self-dual strings, which are the low-lying modes of M2
branes stretching between M5 branes. At present, even counting the degrees of freedom on
M2/M5 intersections is an open question, see for instance [5].
In this paper we will analyze the supergravity solutions that arise as the near-horizon
geometries of supersymmetric M2/M5-brane intersections. These provide a dual description
of the infrared dynamics of the field theories that live on the branes. All solutions have the
form of AdS3×S3×S3 space-time warped over a two-dimensional Riemann surface Σ. We
will build upon the earlier works in [6–10], which we will simplify and extend.
The backgrounds of interest preserve one half of the maximal supersymmetry. They
are left invariant by the superconformal algebra D(2, 1; γ)⊕D(2, 1; γ) which depends on a
real parameter γ. We will first rewrite the reduced equations and the regularity conditions
derived in [10], so as to make it clear that any solution can be continuously deformed by
changing the magnitude (but not the sign) of γ. This generalizes the observation in [10]
that the maximally-symmetric AdS4×S7 and AdS7×S4 solutions admit such deformations.
We will see that changing |γ| actually rescales the ratio of the two kinds of M5 brane charge
that are compatible with the half-BPS condition. When both types of charge are turned
on, |γ| is thus a rational rather than a continuous modulus of the solution.
From the conditions of global regularity we will derive two other general results. The
first is a "uniqueness theorem" for solutions dual to two-dimensional conformal theories, i.e.
solutions whose conformal boundary is two-dimensional. We will show that the only such
solution is AdS3×S3×S3×E2, where E2 is the Euclidean plane (or discrete identifications
thereof). This is the near-horizon geometry of M2 branes suspended between M5 branes,
in the limit where the M5 branes have been smeared [11]. Our theorem implies that the
infrared dynamics on the M2 branes always restores the translation symmetry, which is a
∗For a recent review and more references see [1].
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priori broken by the localized M5 branes. This should be contrasted with the analogous
situation of D3 branes suspended between NS5 branes and D5 branes [12]. There, the 3d
field theory on the suspended D3 branes has a multitude of strongly-coupled infrared fixed
points [13–15], in one-to-one correspondence with a rich set of half-BPS solutions of the
type-IIB supergravity equations [16–18].
S1 S1 ⊂ S2
S1 ⊂ S5S1 = ∂D2
Figure 1. The possible conformal boundaries of the near-horizon geometries of intersecting M5/M2 branes.
All boundaries share time and (in global coordinates) a spatial circle which is : (i) the entire space of the
holographically dual CFT2 ; (ii) a domain wall or (iii) a boundary of the CFT3 that lives on M2 branes ;
or (iv) a great-circle string defect of the CFT6 that lives on M5 branes. The boundary in the latter case
need not be the round 5-sphere, in general it is a deformed 5-sphere.
Our second general result can be stated more clearly by considering the conformal
boundaries of the Penrose compactifications of the supergravity solutions. The boundaries
that are consistent with the symmetries of the problem are illustrated in Figure 1. The
corresponding dual field theories are (i) a two-dimensional CFT, (ii) a three-dimensional
CFT with a domain wall, (iii) a three-dimensional CFT on a space with boundary, and (iv)
the N=(2,0) six-dimensional CFT in the background of (self-dual) strings. Our theorem
states that, for γ negative, the second possibility is not allowed. This comes about because
the boundaries (iii) and (iv) arise from points on Σ where the radius of AdS3 diverges,
and we will show that the existence of more than one such points leads unavoidably, when
γ < 0, to conical singularities. Since solutions that describe interfaces of the M2 brane
theory require two (or more) boundaries with disk topology, we conclude that these are
possible only when γ is positive. Our argument also excludes a non-connected conformal
boundary when γ < 0, but this is anyway ruled out under the much milder assumptions of
ref. [19] (see also [20, 21]).
The above statements are, of course, compatible with all known regular solutions of
the M theory equations. In the last part of this paper we will discuss the known solutions
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in a unified manner, and calculate their M2-brane and M5-brane charges. Known exact
solutions include :
• the γ-deformed AdS7×S4 and AdS4×S7 found in [10], which are a special case of our
general theorem stating that all solutions can be γ-deformed;
• the γ = 1 Janus background discovered in ref. [9], which admits a γ deformation like
all other solutions. The ensuing two-parameter family of solutions is identical to the
one derived from 4d gauged supergravity in ref. [22];
• the γ = −12 self-dual string solutions of ref. [7] which are asymptotic to AdS7×S4, and
for which we will calculate the invariant charges;
We will also present some new global solutions to the half-BPS equations, in particular :
• regular solutions with (AdS4/Z2)×S7 asymptotics and γ < 0, which should be dual
to stacks of semi-infinite M2 branes; we conjecture that these solutions are different
superconformal limits of the same system also described by the self-dual strings;
• γ > 0 solutions with either (AdS4/Z2)×S7 or AdS′7×S4 asymptotics, which contain
highly-curved regions with 5-brane charge. These are the continuation to positive γ
of the regular, self-dual string and semi-infinite M2-brane, solutions at γ < 0.
All the solutions with the exception of the last ones are made out of three "Lego"
pieces: two throats asymptotic to AdS′7×S4 and (AdS4/Z2)×S7, and a smooth region with
a coordinate singularity that we call the "cap". Here AdS′7 indicates that the maximally-
symmetric space-time is, in general, deformed. We will see that these Lego pieces are local
solutions of the BPS equations for any value of γ, both positive or negative. This has been
noted for the AdS′7×S4 throat at γ = 1 in ref. [23], and we generalize the observation to
all three Lego pieces and all γ.† The last solutions also include a fourth Lego piece, with
regular geometry but in which the supergravity approximation breaks down. These regions
are curved M5-brane sources that do not change the dimension of the conformal boundary;
similar sources have been found in the type-IIB theory [16–18].
The γ-deformed Janus solution, as well as our new solutions with (AdS4/Z2)×S7 asymp-
totics, might seem to be in tension with the "rigidity" claim of ref. [8]. This claim was
based, however, on certain regularity assumptions, and on the assumption that the asymp-
totic symmetry of the solution is D(2, 1; 1)⊕D(2, 1; 1). The regular new solutions violate
the second requirement, while the last solutions in the above list do not obey the regularity
assumptions made in ref. [8].
†Ref. [23] concluded that there is no obstruction, at the level of the symmetry algebra, to the coexistence
in the same solution of an AdS′7×S4 and a AdS4×S7 throat. Nevertheless, we have not found any regular
solutions of this type. Indeed, since the conformal boundary of AdS′7×S4, item (iv) in Figure 1, is a
compact manifold, the presence of a second throat would lead to a disconnected boundary. With the help
of a physically-reasonable assumption, this can be excluded [19].
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the M-brane configurations
of interest and their symmetries, paying special attention to the supersymmetry algebra
parameter γ. We also comment on similarities and differences between the problem at
hand, and the analogous problem in type IIB string theory. In Section 3 we review how the
Killing-spinor equations can be reduced to a mathematical problem formulated in terms
of γ and two functions, h and G, on the base Σ. The main new point, compared to the
analysis in [6, 10], is a redefinition of G that puts the two 3-spheres on equal footing, and
shows that the reduced mathematical problem depends only on the sign of γ. An immediate
corollary is that all solutions come in families parametrized by the magnitude of γ.
In Section 4 we compute the 3-form and 6-form gauge potentials, and the associated
M2- and M5-brane charges, in terms of the reduced data (γ, h,G). We show, in particular,
that changing γ rescales the M5 and M5′ charges in opposite directions, while leaving the
product of these charges, as well as the M2-brane charges, invariant. In Section 5 we analyze
the singularities of h, and deduce from them two general theorems: that the solution with
CFT2 dual is unique, and that there are no interface solutions with γ < 0. In Section
6 we solve the equation and regularity conditions for G locally, in the neighborhood of
a boundary point. We exhibit the four local solutions that enter in the construction of
globally regular solutions: the two asymptotic throats and the "cap" for any value of γ,
and the highly-curved M5 solution for γ positive.
In section 7 we put together the first three "Lego" pieces to construct known solutions
for γ < 0, and calculate their charges. We also present the new solutions with (AdS4/Z2)×S7
asymptotics, which we conjecture to be different superconformal limits of the self-dual
strings. New and old global solutions for γ > 0 are presented in section 8. The new
solutions include the highly-curved M5 regions, and they describe either self-dual strings or
semi-infinite M2 branes. Details of many of the computations have been relegated to the
appendices A to E.
2 Brane configurations and symmetries
The fundamental branes of M-theory admit special arrangements in which supersymmetry
is only partially broken. A quarter-BPS intersection of a stack of coincident M2-branes with
stacks of coincident M5-branes may be obtained by arranging the branes in R1,10 according
to the following pattern (see for instance [24, 25]):
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M2 ? ? ?
M5 ? ? ? ? ? ?
M5′ ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 1. Quarter-BPS arrangement of M2-branes and M5-branes in flat eleven-dimensional space-time.
Stars indicate the dimensions along which the brane worldvolumes extend.
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As a reminder that all branes share a common string, the above pattern is sometimes referred
to as M2⊥M5⊥M5 (1). In general, the M2-branes may either intersect the M5-branes, or
end on them. All of these configurations exhibit manifest ISO(1, 1) ⊕ SO(4) ⊕ SO(4)
isometry, i.e. Poincaré invariance in the directions {0,1}, and symmetry under rotation of
the dimensions {3,4,5,6} and of the dimensions {7,8,9,10}. ‡
In the near-horizon limit, one expects ISO(1, 1) to be promoted to the conformal group
SO(2, 2). This can be realized geometrically as the isometry of a warped AdS3 factor. The
near-horizon geometry must thus have the fibered form (AdS3 × S3 × S3) n Σ, where Σ
is a two-dimensional base over which the three (peudo)spheres are fibered. The precise
nature of the near-horizon limit depends, of course, on the details of the M2-M5 system,
and possibly also on the manner in which the horizon is being approached.
2.1 The Lie superalgebra D(2, 1; γ)⊕D(2, 1; γ) and the parameter γ
The symmetries of the supergravity solutions in this paper are governed by the Lie su-
peralgebra D(2, 1; γ) ⊕D(2, 1; γ). More specifically, it is the real form D(2, 1; γ, 0), whose
bosonic subalgebra is SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(3), which enters here [31–33]. We designate
the generators of the bosonic subalgebra by T (a)i with a = 1 corresponding to SO(2, 1) and
a = 2, 3 to the remaining two SO(3) subalgebras. The index i = 1, 2, 3 labels the three
linearly independent generators within each subalgebra, and we have
[T
(a)
i , T
(b)
j ] = iδ
abεijkη
k`
a T
(a)
` . (2.1)
Here, εijk is the completely antisymmetric tensor, and ηk`a is the canonical metric on each
simple Lie algebra factor. The fermionic generators of D(2, 1; γ, 0) form an 8-dimensional
spinor Fα1α2α3 whose index αa transforms under the 2-dimensional spinor representation of
T
(a)
i for a = 1, 2, 3. The anti-commutator of two fermionic generators is given as follows,
{Fα1α2α3 , Fβ1β2β3} = c1Cα2β2Cα3β3
(
Cσi
)
α1β1
T
(1)
i
+c2Cα1β1Cα3β3
(
Cσi
)
α2β2
T
(2)
i
+c3Cα1β1Cα2β2
(
Cσi
)
α3β3
T
(3)
i . (2.2)
Here, σi are the Pauli matrices and C = iσ2. The real parameters c1, c2, c3 satisfy c1 + c2 +
c3 = 0. A rescaling ca → λca by any real non-vanishing λ can always be absorbed into the
normalization of the spinor, and is immaterial. As a result, only a single ratio of the ca
matters, and is chosen to be γ = c2/c3, the parameter of the Lie superalgebra D(2, 1; γ, 0).
The bosonic subalgebra of D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) is SO(2, 2)⊕SO(4)⊕SO(4) and
is the maximal isometry algebra of the space AdS3×S3×S3. The transformation γ → 1/γ
corresponds to the interchange of the two SO(3) subalgebras in D(2, 1; γ, 0). Accompanied
by a suitable transformation on the supergravity fields, the transformation γ → 1/γ simply
‡The exact supergravity solutions with fully-localized M-brane sources remain elusive, despite several
interesting attempts, see for example [25–30]. To simplify the equations, one usually smears the M5-branes
along their (common) transverse direction 2, thereby providing an extra U(1) isometry if x2 is compact, or
R if x2 is a non-compact coordinate.
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interchanges the two 3-spheres. This is physically irrelevant, so inequivalent supergravity
solutions may be parametrized by γ in the restricted range
− 1 ≤ γ ≤ 1 . (2.3)
Within this range, certain special values of γ may be distinguished. For γ = −1, the AdS3
factor reduces to Minkowski space-time R1,2, and its SO(2, 2) isometry undergoes a Wigner-
Inonu contraction to ISO(1, 2). For γ = 0,∞ on the other hand, one or the other of the
two S3 decompactifies to Euclidean R3, and the corresponding SO(4) factor undergoes a
contraction to ISO(3). Besides the decompactification points, two other special values in
the above range are γ = −1/2 and γ = 1, where the exceptional superalgebra D(2, 1; γ, 0)
reduces to a classical Lie superalgebra,
D(2, 1; γ, 0) = OSp(4∗|2) at γ = −1/2 ,
D(2, 1; γ, 0) = OSp(4|2,R) at γ = 1 . (2.4)
All these facts are summarized in the figure below.
-1               -½                0                                    �1      γ
•           •            •                         •
dec
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pac
ti�i
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Figure 2. The irreducible parameter space for γ. Away from the points γ = −1, 0, the symmetry algebra
is D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0). At the decompactification point γ = −1 the AdS3 factor becomes Minkowski
R1,2, while at the point γ = 0 one of the S3 factors becomes Euclidean R3. The two regions, γ > 0 and
γ < 0, are thus disjoint regions of parameter space.
The solutions to M-theory, to be constructed here, will be invariant under the Lie
superalgebra D(2, 1; γ, 0) ⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0), for any given value of γ. The bosonic subalgebra
SO(2, 2)⊕SO(4)⊕SO(4), which is independent of γ, singles out the space-time of the form
AdS3 × S3 × S3, warped over a Riemann surface Σ. The number of fermionic generators in
D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) is 16, independently of γ, so that these solutions are half-BPS.
To make contact between the superalgebra structure of half-BPS solutions of M-theory
and their brane structure, we present a brief discussion of the various known solutions. For
pure M2-branes or pure M5-branes the near-horizon geometries are smooth and respectively
given by AdS4×S7 with isometry algebra OSp(8|4,R), and AdS7×S4 with isometry algebra
OSp(8∗|4). The respective bosonic subalgebras, SO(8) ⊕ SO(2, 3) and SO(2, 6) ⊕ SO(5),
contain the bosonic subalgebra of D(2, 1; γ, 0) ⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) for all values of γ. However,
inclusion does not extend to the full Lie superalgebras, and one has (for γ ∈ [−1, 1]),
D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) ⊂ OSp(8|4,R) ⇐⇒ γ = 1 ,
D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) ⊂ OSp(8∗|4) ⇐⇒ γ = −1/2 . (2.5)
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Sufficiency of these conditions is evident from (2.4), along with the canonical inclusions
OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R) ⊂ OSp(8|4,R) and OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2) ⊂ OSp(8∗|4). Neces-
sity of the conditions is non-trivial, and was proven in [31]. We stress that, for generic values
of γ, D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) is a subalgebra of neither OSp(8∗|4) nor of OSp(8|4,R).
The regular solutions of [7] and [9] were obtained for these special values of the pa-
rameter γ. Each solution contain at least one region asymptotic to either AdS4 × S7 or to
AdS7×S4, in which the superconformal symmetry is maximally enhanced. Conversely, the
simultaneous presence of M2-brane and M5-brane charges reduces the asymptotic maximal
superconformal symmetry algebras, characteristic of each pure brane, to the subalgebras
OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R) or OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2). By the holographic correspondence,
the maximal symmetry algebra of the ground state of either the pure M2- or the pure M5-
brane is reduced to a subalgebra, following the customary patterns of symmetry breaking.
For generic values of γ a crucial step was taken in ref. [10] where it was shown that the
two maximally symmetric AdS4×S7 and AdS7×S4 solutions can be deformed to arbitrary
values of the modulus γ (but not the sign) of γ. A complementary observation was made
in [23], where it was noted that γ = 1 is compatible with solutions of the supergravity
equations that are asymptotic to AdS′7 × S4. In the present paper, we shall extend and
unify these results, by showing that all known solutions associated with special values
of γ may be continuously deformed to solutions with the same sign of γ, but different
modulus |γ|. Given that, for generic values of γ, D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) is a subalgebra
of neither OSp(8∗|4) nor of OSp(8|4,R), the existence of these solutions raises a challenge
to the holographic interpretation of the symmetry breaking patterns of the corresponding
superconformal field theories.
2.2 M theory versus type IIB
A given M2⊥M5⊥M5(1) configuration of Table 1 depends a priori on a large number of
parameters. A general setup may contain several different M5-brane and M5′-brane stacks,
located at different points δ and δˆ in the x2 direction. Each stack is characterized by its
M5-brane charge, and by the net number of oriented M2-branes that end on it. We can
denote this data for the ith M5-brane stack by (N (i)5 , N
(i)
2 , δ
(i)), and likewise for the jth
M5′-brane stack by (Nˆ (j)5 , Nˆ
(j)
2 , δˆ
(j)). The microscopic world-volume theory depends on all
these discrete and continuous parameters. Not all of them, however, need survive in the
infrared limit and thus characterize the dual supergravity geometry.
A similar situation is encountered in type-IIB string theory, for the configuration of D3-
branes, D5-branes and NS5-branes shown in Table 2. A given configuration is characterized
by the data (N (i)5 , N
(i)
3 , δ
(i)) that specifies the 5-brane and 3-brane charges and the position
along x3 of the ith NS5-brane stack, and by the analogous data (Nˆ (j)5 , Nˆ
(j)
3 , δˆ
(j)) for the jth
D5-brane stack. There may be in addition n D3-branes that intersect all of the 5-branes
without ending on any one of them, in which case one must also specify the asymptotic
values of the dilaton field.
The low-energy theory on the D3-branes is a defect field theory consisting of an N=4
supersymmetric gauge theory in three dimensions, coupled, when n 6= 0, to four-dimensional
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D3 ? ? ? ?
D5 ? ? ? ? ? ?
NS5 ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 2. The quarter-BPS D3⊥D5⊥NS5(2) configurations of type-IIB string theory discussed in the text.
They can be related to those of Table 1 by T-duality of the coordinate x2 and lift to eleven dimensions.
The near-horizon geometries of such dual configurations are not, however, related in any simple way.
N=4 super-Yang Mills theory [34, 35] [13, 14]. It has been conjectured by Gaiotto and
Witten [15] that under suitable conditions on the brane charges, such field theories flow
to non-trivial strongly-coupled fixed points in the infrared. By the holographic principle,
these should have in turn dual solutions of the form (AdS4 × S2 × S2) n Σ, which realize
geometrically the N=4 superconformal symmetry OSp(4, 4) ⊃ SO(2, 3)×SO(3)×SO(3).§
The precise correspondence has been derived in [16–18]. It was also shown in these references
that the positions of the 5-brane stacks are not free parameters in the infrared, but rather
prescribed functions of the brane charges. When there are no D3-branes extending to
infinity in the x3 direction, these solutions provide a rich class of holographic duals to
strongly-coupled three-dimensional N=4 superconformal theories [16, 17].
It is natural to ask whether similar conclusions can be drawn for the M2⊥M5⊥M5(1)
configurations considered here. One would like, for instance, to know whether the field
theory on the M2-branes admits supersymmetric interfaces, other than Janus, which flow
to non-trivial fixed points in the infrared.¶ Does the existence of such fixed points impose
conditions on the brane charges analogous to those of ref. [15]? And are there new AdS3
solutions dual to strongly-coupled two-dimensional CFTs ?
We will see in this paper that the two problems have close similarities but also some
important differences.‖ The construction of the type-IIB solutions can be reduced to the
choice of two real harmonic functions (h1, h2), which must be positive in the interior of Σ
and obey (Dirichlet, Neumann) or (Neumann, Dirichlet) conditions at generic points of the
boundary ∂Σ [41, 42]. Likewise, the construction of the M-theory solutions can be reduced
to the choice of two functions (h,G), where h is real harmonic, and G is a complex function
that obeys a simple linear equation [6, 10]. Regularity requires Dirichlet conditions for both
functions in ∂Σ and, as we will show in the following section, two positivity conditions, h > 0
and γ(GG¯− 1) > 0, in the interior.
The local analysis of these problems around a point in Σ gives "Lego" pieces which
§This setup has been actually proposed as a possible realization of (locally) localized gravity in string
theory [36]. For more recent analyses of this idea see [37, 38].
¶For an analysis of supersymmetry-preserving boundary conditions on semi-infinite M2-branes, see for
instance [39, 40].
‖In flat Minkowski space-time the type-IIB and M-theory setups are related by T-duality. The T duality
requires, however, that the D3 branes be wrapped around a circle, and this changes completely the infrared
behavior of their world-volume theory. At the level of the supergravity solutions, this corresponds to
T-dualizing an AdS4 coordinate, which gives a singular solution in M theory.
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must be put together to construct global solutions. In the the type-IIB problem there are
asymptotic near-horizon regions of flat D3, D5 and NS5 branes, but also local solutions cor-
responding to five-branes with (highly-curved) AdS4×S2 world-volumes. It is furthermore
possible to cap-off smoothly an asymptotic region by taking the corresponding brane charge
to zero, leaving behind a coordinate singularity [16, 18]. We will find similar Lego pieces in
the M theory problem, but the rules for putting these ingredients together are different. We
will see, for example, that the only solution with a two-dimensional conformal boundary
is AdS3×S3×S3×E2, in contrast with the rich set of type-IIB solutions that are dual to
3-dimensional superconformal theories.
Another close parallel, once again with noteworthy differences, can be drawn between
some self-dual string solutions in the present work, and the half-BPS solutions in type-IIB
theory that are dual to Wilson line operators in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills [43]. The space-
time of these type-IIB solutions consists of AdS2×S2×S4 warped over a Riemann surface Σ
with boundary, and they have a single asymptotic AdS5 × S5 region. The solutions exhibit
alternating S3 and S5 cycles, whose bases are open curves on Σ that start and end on
segments of the boundary at which the S2 or the S4 spheres, respectively, shrink to a point.
A pictorial representation of the topology of these solutions was given in Figure 1 of [43].
There is a completely analogous story in the self-dual string solutions of M-theory for
γ < 0. The space-time is now AdS3× S32× S33 warped over a Riemann surface Σ, and there
is a single asymptotic AdS7 × S4 region. If one replaces the S2 of type IIB by S32, and the
S4 of type IIB by S33, then the alternating type-IIB cycles S3 and S5 map to two alternating
kinds of S4 spheres, carrying M5-brane and M5′-brane charge. With these replacements,
Figure 1 of [43] provides the correct pictorial representation of the topology of our solutions
in M-theory. In both cases, the supergravity data determines a Young diagram, and an
irreducible representation of SU(N) along the lines explained in refs. [44–46]. We will
review the details of this argument in section 7.2 of the present work.
3 Reduction of the BPS Equations and Regularity
In order to realize the bosonic symmetry SO(2, 2)×SO(4)×SO(4) the space-time manifold
must be AdS3×S3×S3 warped over a two-dimensional base space Σ. Since Σ inherits an
orientation and a metric from supergravity, it is automatically a Riemann surface, endowed
with a complex structure. The reduction of the Killing spinor equations on such space-time
manifolds has been carried out in refs. [6] and [10] (see also [44, 47] for earlier work). In
this section we will review and simplify the results of these references.
After all the dust has settled, the background bosonic fields can be expressed in terms of
the following data: the parameter γ, and two functions on Σ, namely a real harmonic func-
tion h, and a complex function G which satisfies a first-order partial differential equation.
In a system of local complex coordinates (w, w¯) the two basic equations read
∂w¯∂wh = 0 , 2h ∂wG = (G+ G¯) ∂wh . (3.1)
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Note that theG equation is also linear, so a superposition of solutions with real coefficients is
also a solution. Furthermore, both equations are preserved by conformal reparametrizations
of the Riemann surface Σ.
The reduction of the half-BPS solutions to the data (h,G), as well as the derivation
of suitable regularity conditions on this data, was carried out in [6] for the special values
γ = −1/2 and γ = 1. In [10] it was shown that the data (h, G) still provides the complete
reduction of the half-BPS equations, for general values of γ. The regularity conditions on
h, namely h > 0 in the interior of Σ and h = 0 on ∂Σ for surfaces with boundary, continue
to be those of reference [6]. But the regularity conditions on G proposed in [10] depend
non-trivially on the parameter γ. Furthermore, the expressions for the flux fields in terms
of h and G, given in either [6] or [10], are sufficiently complicated so that the M2-brane and
M5-brane charges of the solutions could be evaluated only in the simplest cases.
The new result in this section, compared to the above references, is a simple redefinition
of the function G that leaves (3.1) invariant, while greatly simplifying the conditions needed
for regularity of the supergravity solution. In terms of the redefined G these conditions read
h > 0 and γ( |G|2 − 1) > 0 in the interior of Σ , (3.2)
h = 0 and G ∈ {+i,−i} on the boundary ∂Σ . (3.3)
Note that the reduced problem only depends on the sign of γ, but not on its modulus. An
immediate consequence of this result is the following general
Theorem: All solutions to the half-BPS equations come in families parametrized by |γ|.
In the remainder of this section we review the reduction of the supergravity equations
to the data (γ, h,G), and we derive the above regularity conditions. Our redefinition of G
also leads to simple, calculable expressions for the brane charges, but we postpone these
calculations to section 4.
3.1 Invariant ansatz for supergravity fields
11-dimensional supergravity [48] contains the metric gMN and the real-valued field strength
FPQRS , which is often recast in terms of a 4-form F = FPQRSdxP ∧ dxQ ∧ dxR ∧ dxS/24.
Here, indices range over the 11 dimensions of space-time, M,N,P,Q,R, S = 0, 1, · · · , 9, 10.
The field strength F satisfies the Bianchi identity dF = 0, or equivalently derives from a
real 3-form C by the relation F = dC. The bosonic part of the action is given by
S =
1
2κ211
∫
d11x
√−g
(
R− 1
48
FMNPQF
MNPQ
)
− 1
12κ211
∫
C ∧ F ∧ F , (3.4)
where κ211 is the 11-dimensional Newton constant. The Einstein equations read
RMN − 1
12
FMPQRF
PQR
N +
1
144
gMNFPQRSF
PQRS = 0 , (3.5)
while the field equation for F takes the form
d ∗ F + 1
2
F ∧ F = 0 . (3.6)
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Finally, the BPS equations can be written as
∇Mε+ 1
288
(
Γ NPQRM − 8δMNΓPQR
)
FNPQR ε = 0 , (3.7)
where ε is an eleven dimensional Majorana spinor, and ∇M is the covariant derivative with
respect to the Levi-Civita spin connection associated with the metric gMN .
The SO(2, 2)×SO(4)×SO(4) invariant reduction of the supergravity fields on AdS3×S3×S3
warped over Σ is given by the following expressions:
ds2 = f21 ds
2
AdS3 + f
2
2 ds
2
S32
+ f23 ds
2
S33
+ ρ2|dw|2 ,
C = b1eˆ
012 + b2eˆ
345 + b3eˆ
678 ,
F = db1 ∧ eˆ012 + db2 ∧ eˆ345 + db3 ∧ eˆ678 . (3.8)
Here ds2AdS3 , ds
2
S32
, and ds2
S33
are the metrics of unit-radius (pseudo)spheres, invariant under
the action of SO(2, 2), SO(4) and SO(4), and eˆ012, eˆ345 and eˆ678 are the respective volume
forms. The metric on Σ is expressed in terms of a system of local complex coordinates w, w¯.
The metric factors f1, f2, f3, ρ are real-valued positive functions on Σ, and db1, db2, db3 are
real one-forms expressed in terms of locally-defined potentials b1, b2, b3.
The invariant ansatz for the Killing spinor ε reads
ε =
∑
ηj=±
χη1,η2,η3 ⊗ ζη1,η2,η3 (3.9)
where χη1,η2,η3 is the tensor product of the three 2-component Killing spinors on AdS3, S32
and S33, while the eight corresponding ζη1,η2,η3 are four-component spinors. These are subject
to a reality condition that is inherited from the Majorana condition in eleven dimensions.
Furthermore, the symmetries of the BPS equation relate all the eight spinors to each other,
leaving one independent spinor which can be parametrized as follows:
ζ+++ =

α¯
−β¯
α
β
 , (3.10)
where α and β are complex-valued functions on the base-space Σ. The other ζη1,η2,η3 can
be obtained by rotations or boosts of the (pseudo-)spheres AdS3, S32 and S33.
3.2 The reduced data (γ, h,G)
Projecting the BPS equation in the directions of the symmetric spaces gives six algebraic
conditions for α and β that involve the metric and 4-form fields. Three of these can be
solved for the (pseudo)sphere radii with the result
f1 =
1
c1
(|α|2 + |β|2) , f2 = 1
c2
(|β|2 − |α|2) , f3 = i
c3
(αβ¯ − α¯β) , (3.11)
where the cj are integration constants subject to the constraint c1 + c2 + c3 = 0. Since an
overall multiplicative factor can be reabsorbed in α and β, only one of these constants has
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physical significance. It can be chosen to be the ratio c2/c3 ≡ γ. Note that c1 must be
positive, but c2, c3 and γ can in principle have either sign.
Much of the time we will work with the parameters ci. Sometimes it will be convenient
to fix by a rescaling |c2c3| = 1, in which case these parameters can be written as
c1 = γ
1/2 + γ−1/2 , c2 = −γ1/2, c3 = −γ−1/2 (γ > 0) ;
c1 = |γ|−1/2 − |γ|1/2 , c2 = |γ|1/2, c3 = −|γ|−1/2 (0 > γ > −1) ;
c1 = |γ|1/2 − |γ|−1/2 , c2 = −|γ|1/2, c3 = |γ|−1/2 (−1 > γ) . (3.12)
This makes in particular manifest the fact that γ = 0,−1 correspond to decompactification
points, as anticipated in Figure 2.
The remaining BPS equations reduce to conditions on the flux field, and to two first-
order non-linear differential equations for α and β. We refer the reader to [6, 10] for details.
The upshot of the analysis in these references is that the non-linear BPS equations for α
and β can be further reduced to linear equations for two auxiliary functions on Σ, h and G.
The function h is real-valued and harmonic, whereas G is a complex-valued function which
obeys a single remaining equation,
∂wG =
1
2
(G+ G¯)∂w lnh . (3.13)
The equation is expressed in local complex coordinates w, w¯ on Σ. A remarkable property of
this equation, discovered in [10], is its independence of the parameter γ. Another important
property is its invariance under conformal reparametrizations of Σ.
All supergravity background fields can be expressed in terms of the reduced data
(γ, h,G), and conversely any half-BPS solution in the above ansatz corresponds to a unique
choice of this data. Note that, for given h, since (3.13) is a linear equation, any linear
combination of solutions with real coefficients is also a solution. Global regularity imposes
however, as we will see, stringent constraints on G which are not satisfied by general linear
combinations of admissible solutions. Enforcing these regularity conditions is, in fact, the
main technical obstacle to finding global solutions of the BPS equations.
3.3 Metric factors
The conditions of global regularity given in reference [10] have a complicated dependence
on the parameter γ. We have found that one can simplify these conditions by exploiting the
invariance of (3.13) under the linear transformations G→ ia+ bG and h→ λh, where a, b
and λ are real constants. In appendix A we use this freedom to define a more convenient
pair of functions, h and G, which still obey the same linear equations. In terms of these
redefined functions the scale factors in the metric (3.8) read
f61 =
h2W+W−
c61 (GG¯− 1)2
, ρ6 =
|∂wh|6
c32c
3
3 h
4
(GG¯− 1)W+W− ,
f62 =
h2(GG¯− 1)W−
c32c
3
3W
2
+
, f63 =
h2(GG¯− 1)W+
c32c
3
3W
2−
, (3.14)
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where the auxiliary functions W± are given by
W+ = |G+ i|2 + γ (GG¯− 1) , and W− = |G− i|2 + γ−1(GG¯− 1) . (3.15)
From these expressions one easily derives a useful identity relating the product of the
three pseudo-sphere radii to the harmonic function h,
c1c2c3 f1f2f3 = σh , (3.16)
where σ = ±1, chosen so as to allow h ≥ 0. In addition, from the parametrization (3.11)
of the radii in terms of components of the Killing spinor one finds the following inequality,
(c1f1)
2 ≥ (c2f2)2 + (c3f3)2 . (3.17)
Both (3.16) and (3.17) will be very useful in the analysis of the singularities of the data
(γ, h,G), which determine the topological characteristics of the solutions.
An alternative useful form of the eleven-dimensional supergravity metric is obtained
by the following Weyl rescaling:
ds2 = e2A(fˆ21 ds
2
AdS3 + fˆ
2
2 ds
2
S32
+ fˆ23 ds
2
S33
+ ρˆ2|dw|2)
with e6A =
h2 (GG¯− 1)W+W−
c32c
3
3
. (3.18)
The rescaled metric factors are given by
fˆ−21 = (γ +
1
γ
+ 2)(GG¯− 1) , fˆ−22 = W+ , fˆ−23 = W− , ρˆ2 =
∂wh∂w¯h
h2
. (3.19)
Using as local coordinate 2z = −h˜+ ih, where h˜ is the the dual harmonic function,∗ shows
that ρˆ2dwdw¯ is the constant-negative-curvature metric,
dsˆ2Σ =
dh˜2 + dh2
4h2
. (3.20)
Furthermore, the three rescaled radii satisfy, at all points on Σ, the condition
fˆ−22 + fˆ
−2
3 − fˆ−21 = 4 . (3.21)
Thus, solutions of the BPS equations induce a map from (a domain of) the hyperbolic plane
to the above SO(1,2) invariant hyperboloid. †
∗Defined so that z is a holomorphic function of w
†Note also that as |γ| ranges from zero to infinity, the inverse rescaled radii trace a trajectory on the
hyperboloid. It is unclear to us whether there is some mathematical reason behind this observation.
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3.4 Regularity conditions
The regularity conditions on (γ, h,G) may be read off from the dependence of the metric
factors on these data. In brief, these conditions require that the supergravity fields of
the solution be smooth everywhere. This does not of course exclude singularities that are
artifacts of the parametrization of the surface, implicit in our choice of ansatz.
In particular, if Σ has a boundary, points on the boundary do not map generically to
points on any boundary of the eleven-dimensional space-time. Rather, generic points on
∂Σ map to interior points of the supergravity space-time where one or the other of the S3
spheres is pinched to zero radius. This pinching should be viewed as arising from the radial
slicing of a regular manifold which is locally diffeomorphic to R4 ' R+×S3. Put differently,
the coordinate normal to ∂Σ must be the radial coordinate in a local polar parametrization
of some open region in R4.
Now the identity (3.16) says that h is proportional to the sphere radii, so we must
have h = 0 on the boundary of Σ. Furthermore, for the other radii to stay finite, we must
require that either W+ or W− also vanishes, and that |G| = 1. This implies that G = ±i.
Therefore, the boundary conditions on the reduced data read, for all γ,
h = 0 ; G = ±i on the boundary of Σ . (3.22)
These conditions are not only necessary, they are also locally sufficient. To see why,
choose again as coordinate z = x+ iy such that h = −iz + c.c. = 2y, and ∂Σ is the real-z
axis. Assume furthermore that G = −i on the boundary, the case G = i can be treated
similarly. As a result, we may set W− ' 4 in the expressions (3.14) for f3 and ρ, which
leads to the following metric,
ds2 ' f21ds2AdS3 + f22ds2S3 +
[
4(G¯G− 1)W+
c32c
3
3h
4
]1/3
(dx2 + dy2 + y2ds2S3) . (3.23)
Thus the metrics on Σ and on the second sphere combine nicely into a polar parametrization
of R×R4. To avoid singularities we only need that the scale factor of this R5 patch, as well
as the factors f1 and f2, approach finite values when y → 0.
This is indeed generically the case. Setting G = ∆1 + i(∆2 − 1), where the ∆i vanish
at y = 0, and keeping only the leading-order terms gives
(G¯G− 1) ' ∆21 − 2∆2 , W+ ' (1 + γ)∆21 − 2γ∆2 . (3.24)
Furthermore, from the real part of equation (3.13) we find ∂x∆1 + ∂y∆2 = 0. Assuming G
to be real-analytic near the boundary implies then the following leading behavior for small
y, ∆2 ∼ ∆21 ∼ y2. With this leading behavior all scale factors in (3.23) approach finite
values at y = 0, as required. ‡
Note that the harmonic function h cannot vanish at isolated points in the interior
of Σ. It may vanish on a one-dimensional locus that divides the original Σ into several
‡This analysis is valid at generic points on the boundary of Σ. A finer analysis is needed at special
points where the leading corrections to G+ i vanish, or if h and/or G are singular.
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disconnected pieces, in each of which h has a definite sign. Each piece corresponds to
disjoint space-time manifold in eleven dimensions. We can therefore restrict attention to a
single connected piece, and choose h > 0 (if not we trade h for −h).
Inspection of the expressions (3.14) for the metric factors shows, furthermore, thatW+,
W− and γ(GG¯− 1) must all be positive in the interior of Σ. This is required for positivity
of these metric factors, if one recalls that c2 = γc3. Actually, the last of the above three
conditions implies immediately the other two, so the regularity conditions in the interior of
Σ can be summarized as follows:
h > 0 ; γ(|G|2 − 1) > 0 in the interior of Σ. (3.25)
This is precisely the condition we anticipated in (3.2). Let us stress once more that, in
contrast to the regularity conditions in [10], the above condition only involves the sign of
the parameter γ.
One final question concerns potential singularities of G and h. This question will be
discussed in section 5, but we here note by anticipation that singularities on ∂Σ do indeed
arise in the vacuum space-time solutions AdS4×S7 and AdS7×S4. These singularities are
coordinate artifacts, and mathematically provide the extra non-compact direction in these
higher-simensional AdS spaces.
In conclusion, the problem of finding D(2, 1; γ)⊕D(2, 1; γ) invariant solutions of M
theory can be reduced to the simpler mathematical problem of finding solutions to equation
(3.13), subject to the regularity conditions (3.22) and (3.25). For the reader’s convenience,
we have already summarized this reduced problem in a single page, c.f. the (in)equalities
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) of the introduction to this section.
4 Gauge Potentials and Charges
Generally, our supergravity solutions can have three different types of charge: electric charge
carried by M2 branes, and magnetic charges carried by the M5 and M5′ branes of Table 1.§
In this section we will evaluate the gauge potentials and associated charges in terms of the
reduced data (γ, h,G) of the solutions. As we will see, the final expressions are considerably
simpler than the expressions for the flux fields in [10], and they will allow us to calculate
the charges for all exact solutions.
The cohomologically non-trivial pieces of the potentials, which are responsible for the
brane charges, have a particularly simple dependence on γ. From this dependence we will
see that |γ| controls the ratio of the two types of M5-brane charge. When both types of
charges are turned on, γ is a rational parameter rather than a continuous modulus of the
solutions. We also point out, in passing, the Z2 symmetry that exchanges the roles of the
two S3, and inverts γ → 1/γ. By virtue of this symmetry, the inequivalent supergravity
solutions are parametrized by γ in the interval [−1, 1].
§We use "electric" for the M2-branes and the 7-form flux that they source, and "magnetic" for the
M5-brane sources and their corresponding 4-form fluxes.
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4.1 The "magnetic" three-form potential
We first consider the 3-form potential C, whose reduction is given by the ansatz (3.8). The
components bi in this ansatz can be expressed readily in terms of the harmonic function h˜
dual to h, which obeys
∂wh˜ = −i ∂wh , (4.1)
and a real auxiliary function Φ which is defined in terms of h and G by the relation
∂wΦ = G¯ ∂wh . (4.2)
The fact that such a Φ indeed exists locally can be seen by choosing as local coordinate
w = −h˜+ ih ≡ x+ iy, so that the basic equation (3.13) takes the form
y(∂x − i∂y)(ReG+ i ImG) = −iReG . (4.3)
The real part of this equation can be integrated in terms of the function Φ,
∂xReG+ ∂yImG = 0 ⇐⇒ G = 1
2
(∂yΦ− i∂xΦ) = −i∂w¯Φ . (4.4)
Inserting this in the imaginary part of the equation leads to a second-order partial-differential
equation for Φ, or more conveniently for the function Ψ = y−1Φ, [6](
∂2x + ∂
2
y +
1
y
∂y − 1
y2
)
Ψ = 0 . (4.5)
In order not to stop the flow of the text, we give the details of the computation of bi in
terms of h˜ and Φ in Appendix B. The final result can be written as
bi =
νi
c3i
(bsi + b
c
i ) , (4.6)
where the νi are simple signs that satisfy ν1ν2ν3 = −σ, and bsi , bci are given by the following
expressions:
bs1 = −
h(G+ G¯)
1−GG¯ , b
c
1 = b
0
1 + (2 + γ + γ
−1)Φ− (γ − γ−1)h˜ ,
bs2 = −γ
h(G+ G¯)
W+
, bc2 = b
0
2 + γ(Φ− h˜) ,
bs3 = +
1
γ
h(G+ G¯)
W−
, bc3 = b
0
3 −
1
γ
(Φ + h˜) . (4.7)
Here b0i are arbitrary integration constants which may be viewed as a residual freedom of
gauge. The superscripts s, c denote respectively the single-valued and the cohomological
contributions to the gauge potential.
The logic behind this nomenclature is as follows. In a non-singular gauge, the potentials
b2 and b3 should vanish on those parts of ∂Σ where the corresponding sphere, S32 or S33 ,
shrinks to a point. More generally, however, the potentials take constant values on these
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segments of ∂Σ, and the differences between these values measure non-trivial M5-brane
charges. This is a higher-dimensional generalization of the way in which one computes the
magnetic charge as the difference of the monopole field, A = gm(1± cos θ)dφ/4pi, between
the north and south poles of the 2-sphere. The logic behind the break-up (4.6) is that the
bsj vanish on the fj = 0 segments, so they make no contribution to the brane charges. These
come entirely from the cohomologically non-trivial terms, bci .
An important remark is that the auxiliary functions Φ and h˜ are independent of γ, so
that bc2 and bc3 are proportional, respectively, to γ and γ−1. Since the 5-brane charges are
given by integrals of bci/c
3
i , the effect of rescaling |γ| is to rescale the ratios of M5-brane to
M5′-brane charges by the same factor, while keeping their products fixed. This can be seen
with the help of the standardized expressions (3.12) for the ci. Note however that bs2 and
bs3 have a more involved dependence on the parameter γ, so the full 4-form magnetic fluxes
are not simply rescaled in the same way as the 5-brane charges.
4.2 The "electric" six-form potential
In order to calculate M2-brane charges, we also need the dual 6-form potential whose
exterior derivative is a 7-form field strength. Here one encounters a well-known problem
(see for instance [49]), namely that the naive Poincaré dual ∗F is not closed, because of the
Chern-Simons interaction. One can construct a closed 7-form dΩ at the expense of gauge
invariance as follows:
dΩ = ∗F + 1
2
C ∧ F , (4.8)
where Ω is the 6-form potential. Note that the field equation (3.6) implies that d∧ dΩ = 0,
so that Ω can be indeed defined, at least in local patches.
The effect of a gauge transformation of C on Ω is easy to compute. Transforming
C → C + d$, where $ is a 2-form, sends Ω→ Ω +$ ∧ F/2. Since the M2-brane charge is
given by the integral of dΩ over a compact 7-cycle, this charge will transform under large
gauge transformations of C, that is under gauge transformations such that the integral of
d$ over a 3-cycle does not vanish.
Actually, there is an even greater ambiguity in the definition (4.8) of the 7-form. Not
only can we shift it by a gauge transformation, but we can add to it an arbitrary dη, since
both Ω and Ω + η integrate the same Maxwell-Chern-Simons equation in some local patch.
We are ultimately interested in integrating the 7-form over compact 7-cycles, so η should
be chosen judiciously such that dΩ is everywhere well-defined on the cycle in question. We
will see a concrete example of this in a minute.
The reduced form of the fields C and F , equation (3.8), leads to the following natural
decomposition of dΩ onto products of the volume forms of unit radius,
dΩ = −dΩ1 ∧ eˆ345678 + dΩ2 ∧ eˆ678012 + dΩ3 ∧ eˆ012345 . (4.9)
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The components dΩi are one-forms on Σ, given by the following expressions ∗
dΩi = −f
3
1 f
3
2 f
3
3
f6i
( ∗Σ dbi) + 1
2
εi
jkbjdbk + dηi , (4.10)
where dηi represents the ambiguity mentioned above. Conservation of dΩ is equivalent to
the closure of each component dΩi as a one-form on Σ, a relation which is in turn equivalent
to one of the components of the field equations for F .
Consider now the M2-brane charge obtained by integrating dΩ over a compact seven-
cycle in the space-time manifold of the solution. In view of the general decomposition (4.9),
the contributions dΩ2 and dΩ3 always correspond to non-compact cycles, partly subtended
by the AdS3 factor. Thus, the only part of interest for the calculation of M2-brane charges
is the one proportional to dΩ1. Furthermore, in the cycles over which we will be integrating
dΩ1, either b2 or b3 (but not necessarily both) will be well-defined. By choosing
η1 = − 
2
b2b3 , with  = 1, 0, or − 1 , (4.11)
we can thus ensure that the ill-defined component appears through its derivative, which is
well-defined. Of course, when both b2 and b3 can be defined over the entire cycle, all three
choices for  lead to the same M2-brane charge.
We may integrate dΩ1 to obtain Ω1 along the same lines as we integrated dbj to obtain
the magnetic potentials bj . One first defines an auxiliary real function Λ, which satisfies
∂wΛ = ih∂wΦ− 2iΦ∂wh . (4.12)
The existence of such a function is established in Appendix C. The electric potential can
then be broken up into a cohomologically trivial and a non-trivial piece,
Ω1 =
ν1σ
c32c
3
3
(Ωs1 + Ω
c
1) , (4.13)
where, as shown in appendix C, in the η1 = b0j = 0 gauge
Ωs1 =
h
2W+
[
γh(|G|2 − 1) + (Φ + h˜)(G+ G¯)
]
− h
2W−
[
h
γ
(|G|2 − 1) + (Φ− h˜)(G+ G¯)
]
and Ωc1 = Ω
0
1 − h˜Φ + Λ . (4.14)
Here Ω01 is an arbitrary integration constant, Φ was defined in (4.7), σ = −ν1ν2ν3, and the
signs factors νi have been defined earlier in equation (4.6).
In order to avoid cumbersome formulae, we have assumed in (4.14) that η1 = b0j = 0.
The constant magnetic potentials can be added back to the above expressions with no
sweat. In what concerns η1, recall that it is proportional to b2b3eˆ345 ∧ eˆ678, and it is needed
∗The completely anti-symmetric tensor εijk on i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 is normalized by ε123 = +1; the indices
j, k are raised using the Minkowski metric with signature (− + +); and the Poincaré duality ∗Σ on Σ is
given in local complex coordinates w, w¯ by, ∗Σ dbi = −idw∂wbi + idw¯∂w¯bi.
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precisely when this 6-form is not globally defined on the integration cycle.† In such cases
the Ωs1 given in (4.14) will contain a piece that does not vanish on the relevant parts of ∂Σ.
This is cancelled precisely by the addition of η1, which changes however also the expression
for the cohomological part Ωc1.
To be more specific, when b2 is well-defined on the integration cycle, we must choose
 = +1 and subtract from the potential b2b3/2 which includes the non-trivial piece ∼ b2bc3.
If the well-defined cycle is associated with b3, we must choose  = −1 and the non-trivial
piece is ∼ bc2b3. These extra terms can be computed easily from eqs. (4.7). After all the
dust has settled, the general expression for Ωc1 reads
Ωc1 = Ω
0
1 − h˜Φ + Λ +

2
(Φ2 − h˜2) . (4.15)
To keep the expressions simple, we have set here again b02 = b03 = 0. We do not give the
general formula for Ωs1 because it won’t be needed.
Like Φ and h˜ defined in the previous subsection, also the auxiliary function Λ does not
depend on the parameter γ. This follows from the definition (4.12). Thus the cohomological
piece Ωc1, and hence also the M2-brane charges of a solution, are γ-independent.
4.3 M5-brane charges
The M5-brane charges of a solution are obtained by integrating F over compact four-cycles
in the space-time manifold. Given our metric ansatz, such four-cycles must consist of one
of the spheres, S32 or S33 , fibered over a non-contractible curve C in Σ.
On generic Riemann surfaces, C can be a non-contractible closed curve. We will,
however, mainly consider the case where Σ is a disk, so a homology basis of compact
four-cycles may be obtained by restricting to curves C that are open and connected, and
end on the boundary ∂Σ. To form a compact four-cycle, the associated S3i must shrink to
zero radius at both ends of the open curve, so that this latter has the form
C(i) = {z(t) ∈ Σ, t ∈ [0, 1], fi(z(1)) = fi(z(0)) = 0} i = 2, 3 . (4.16)
A schematic representation of the curves C(i) is given in Figure 3. These curves are non-
contractible whenever their endpoints are separated by one or more singular points on the
boundary of Σ, as will become clear later.
The magnetic M5-brane charges M(i) associated to the four-cycles C(i) ×w S3i read
M(i) ≡ 1
2pi2
∫
S3i×wC(i)
F . (4.17)
The normalization factor 2pi2 is the volume of the three-sphere with unit radius. In terms
of the reduced fields bi, and their cohomological decomposition in (4.6), these charges can
be simplified as follows,
M(i) =
∫
C(i)
dbi =
νi
c3i
∫
C(i)
dbci =
νi
c3i
. bci
∣∣∣∣z(1)
z(0)
(4.18)
†If it were, the addition of η1 would only affect the cohomologically trivial part of the electric potential.
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ΣC(1)
C(2)
C(3)
f2 = 0 f2 = 0 f3 = 0f3 = 0
Figure 3. The three types of curves, C(1), C(2) and C(3), discussed in the text. The surface Σ is parametrized
by the upper-half complex plane, and its boundary segments are marked in red or blue according to whether
it is S22 or S33 that shrinks there to a point. The curves C(i=2,3) have the same sphere S3i shrinking to zero
size at the two endpoints, while the curves C(1) have different spheres collapsing at its two endpoints. Thus
S3i ×w C(i) (i = 2, 3) are topological 4-spheres, while (S32×S33)×w C(1) is a topological 7-sphere. These cycles
are non-contractible when the endpoints are separated by one or more singularities, as will be explained
later in section 6.
In the right-most expression, the flux potentials are evaluated at the end points of the
curves C(i), and we only need to keep the non-constant piece of the cohomological part bci .
This is because bsi = 0 on the boundary, and the constant piece b
0
i makes no contribution.
The M5-brane charges are gauge invariant by construction.
4.4 M2-brane charges
The M2-brane charges of a solution are obtained by integrating dΩ over compact seven-
cycles. Given the reduced form of dΩ in (4.9), it is clear that such cycles consist of the
product S32×S33 fibered over a curve C in Σ. When the Riemann surface Σ has the topology
of the disk, we have three different types of compact seven-cycles given as follows:
D(1) = (S32 × S33)×w C(1) ,
D(2) =
(
S32 ×w C(2)
)
× S33 ,
D(3) = S32 ×
(
S33 ×w C(3)
)
. (4.19)
The second and third cycles have topology S4×S3, where the S4 is one of the compact four-
cycles that carry M5-charge. The first type of 7-cycle has topology S7, and it is obtained
by fibering the product S32×S33 over a curve C ⊂ Σ such that one endpoint of C corresponds
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to vanishing S32 , while the other endpoint corresponds to vanishing S33 . We denote such
curves by C(1),
C(1) = {z(t) ∈ Σ, t ∈ [0, 1], f3(z(1)) = f2(z(0)) = 0} . (4.20)
Of course, if Σ has non-contractible one-cycles, as when it has the topology of the annulus,
there will be also seven-cycles which are topologically equivalent to S3 × S3 × S1.
The charges corresponding to the cycles D(j) for j = 2, 3 give the net number of M2
branes ending respectively on M5 and M5′ branes. The charge corresponding to the cycle
D(1), on the other hand, gives the number of semi-infinite M2 branes. The actual values of
these "electric" charges read
E(i) =
1
(2pi2)2
∫
(∗F + 1
2
C ∧ F + dη) =
∫
D(i)
dΩ1 =
ν1σ
c32c
3
3
Ωc1
∣∣∣∣z(1)
z(0)
. (4.21)
The normalization factor (2pi2)2 is the volume of the product of the unit-radius spheres
S32 × S23 , which is common to all M2-brane charges. In the last step we have used the
cohomological decomposition in (4.13), where Ωc1 is given by (4.15). The choice of  is
dictated by the fact that b2 can be globally defined on D(3) cycles, and b3 can be defined on
D(2) cycles. We therefore choose (2) = −1 and (3) = 1. The choice for D(1) is irrelevant,
provided we work in a gauge where b2(z(0)) = 0 and b3(z(1)) = 0, which can be always
achieved by adjusting the constant pieces b0j .
We stress once more that, contrary to M5-brane charges, the M2-brane charges are not
gauge invariant, as can be seen by shifting the potentials bi by a (quantized) constant.
In general, the above three types of M2-brane charges are not mutually independent.
If a solution contains at least one boundary component on which f2 = 0, and at least one
boundary component on which f3 = 0, then the cycles D(1) will produce all charges by
linear combination, and one may retain only those charges built from the cycles C(1). An
exception occurs when the entire boundary ∂Σ is characterized by either f2 = 0 or f3 = 0,
so that there are no cycles of type C(1). This is for instance the case for the purely AdS7×S4
solution. We will return to the choice of a basis for 7-cycles in later sections.
4.5 The transformation I
Inspection of the expressions (3.14) and (3.15) for the space-time metric shows that the
following transformation,
I =
{
γ → 1/γ
G→ −G , (4.22)
leaves the AdS3 metric function f1 invariant, while permuting the three-sphere factors, f2
and f3, into one another. The transformation also exchanges the gauge potentials b2 and
b3, given by eqs. (4.7). Since the exchange of the two spheres is a reparametrization, we
identify any solution with its image under I, and restrict γ to the interval
− 1 ≤ γ ≤ +1 . (4.23)
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The point γ = 0, which is equivalent under I to γ = ∞, does not correspond to a regular
solution because one of the three-spheres and the base Σ decompactify.‡ One may consider
this point to be removed from the range [−1,+1] of γ. It will be sometimes convenient to
allow γ to range over all real numbers and fix the sign of G on some boundary segment.
The net effect of the transformation I is to exchange the M5 branes and M5′ branes
of Table 1. This is a trivial symmetry in M theory, but it has non-trivial consequences
after compactification on a two-torus. To see why, note first that compactifying x10 on
a small circle gives a type-IIA configuration with D2-branes intersecting stacks of NS5-
branes and D4-branes. Further compactifying and T-dualizing the coordinate x6 leads
(after a relabeling of coordinates) to the type-IIB configurations of Table 2. The M2, M5
and M5′ branes of the original setup have been converted by these operations respectively
to D3 branes, NS5 branes and D5 branes. The exchange of M5 and M5′-branes descends in
this way to the S-duality transformation that exchanges the NS5 and D5 branes of the type-
IIB setup. For the gauge theory on the D3-branes, this S-duality acts as mirror symmetry
exchanging electric and magnetic quivers [50–52].
5 The Function h and Two Simple Corollaries
As has been shown in sections 3 and 4, any solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity with
D(2, 1; γ, 0)⊕D(2, 1; γ, 0) symmetry can be expressed in terms of (γ, h,G). The search for
such backgrounds is thus reduced to the mathematical problem of finding solutions of the
linear equations (3.1), subject to the regularity conditions (3.2) and (3.3). In this section
we will focus on the harmonic function h. As we will see, the conditions that h should be
positive in the interior of Σ and vanishing on its boundary determine almost completely
the allowed form of the harmonic function.
These considerations have two general implications, even before one attempts to solve
for the function G. Note indeed that the relation (3.16) together with the inequalities (3.17)
imply that the AdS3 scale factor diverges at singularities of h. Such singularities change
the conformal boundary of the solution from S1 × R, the conformal boundary of AdS3,
to a conformal boundary of higher dimension. Furthermore, at points where ∂wh = 0,
the metric on Σ develops a conical singularity except, possibly, if G diverges at this same
point. That this is so can be seen from the expression for ρ given in (3.14). Our general
"theorems" follow from these two simple observations, and from the study of the zeroes and
singularities of the meromorphic function ∂wh.
5.1 Admissible singularities of h
A smooth harmonic function that vanishes on the boundary of a compact Riemann surface
is identically zero. To find non-trivial solutions, we must either allow h to be singular, or
assume that Σ is a surface with no boundary, in which case h can be a non-zero constant.
We will discuss the second possibility in the following subsection. Here we focus on possible
singularities of h.
‡But one can try to make sense of these solutions as a limit.
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In the interior of Σ, the only allowed singularities of a positive harmonic function are
logarithmic (this is sometimes referred to as Bôcher’s theorem).§ A simple example is the
function h = −α logw + c.c. with α > 0, which is harmonic, positive in the interior of the
unit disk, and vanishes on its boundary. A function with many logarithmic singularities is
h[1](w) = −
N∑
j=1
αj log
(
w − βj
w − β¯j
)
+ c.c. (5.1)
where w is defined in the upper-half complex plane, the αj are real and positive, and
Im(βj) > 0 for all j. With these assumptions, h[1] = 0 on the real-w axis, and h[1] > 0 in
the interior where Im(w) > 0. Note that (5.1) is the electrostatic potential for a collection
of pointlike charges αj located at βj , in the presence of a conducting boundary.
Regularity of the supergravity metric does not exclude such logarithmic singularities
in h. For instance, if at the position βj of a singularity |G|= constant 6= 1, then the Weyl-
rescaled form of the space-time metric, equations (3.18) and (3.19), reads
ds2 ' C2x 23
[
R21 ds
2
AdS3 +R
2
2 ds
2
S32
+R23 ds
2
S33
+
dx2 + dθ2
x2
]
, (5.2)
where − log(w − βj) ' x + iθ, and C, Rj are finite constants. As x → ∞ the geometry
approaches AdS3× S32× S33×H2 times a Weyl factor that diverges like x1/3. If G also blows
up at the singularity, then C diverges and the Rj vanish in such a way that CRj stays finite.
In either case the geometry asymptotes to flat space-time, with one of the dimensions being
a circle of shrinking radius.
Solutions with such asymptotically-flat regions may be regular, but have no holographic
interpretation. We will encounter an example in section 8.1. A holographic interpretation
might be only possible if |G| → 1 at all singular points, but we have not found any exact
solutions of such kind. In any case, we will allow h to have logarithmic singularities when
deriving our general "theorems" in the following subsections.
Singularities on the boundary ∂Σ arise when Im(βj) = δ → 0, so that the charge and
its image pinch the real axis. This creates a pole in the analytic part of h with residue
2δαj , which can be held fixed in the limit. To see that this is the only type of singularity
that is allowed on ∂Σ, choose local coordinates (w, w¯) such that the putative singularity
is at w = 0, the boundary is a segment of the real axis, and the Σ interior is Im(w) > 0.
Consider an arbitrary power-law dependence of h as w → 0,
h ∼ i hnwn + c.c. = irn(hneinθ − h¯ne−inθ) , (5.3)
where w = reiθ. For h to vanish at θ = 0, the coefficients hn must be real. But h must also
vanish at θ = pi, so n must be integer. In addition, h ∼ −2hn rnsin(nθ) must be positive
for all 0 < θ < pi, which is only possible if n = −1 and h−1 > 0, or if n = 1 and h1 < 0.
§We only need to consider isolated singularities. Extended singularities make h discontinuous and, since
h is the product of the (pseudo-)sphere radii, they give non-regular metrics.
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Thus the leading behavior of h near a point on (a smooth piece of) the boundary of Σ is
either a simple zero, or a simple pole.¶
In the electrostatic analogy, the simple pole of h on ∂Σ comes from the pinching of an
electric dipole made out of a (positive) charge and of its (negative) image. A double pole
of h would, in this language, correspond to a collapsing quadrupole. This would require,
however, opposite charges on the same side of the boundary, which would destroy the
positivity of the electrostatic potential h.
This intuitive argument makes it, on the other hand, clear that we are free to superpose
any number of boundary poles, by bringing several charges of the same sign, and their
images, to the real axis. Consider indeed the function
h[2](w) =
n∑
j=1
iaj
w − dj + c.c. , (5.4)
where the parameters {aj , dj} are real and the aj are positive. Clearly, h[2] = 0 on the
real axis, and h[2] > 0 when Im(w) > 0, so the regularity conditions are satisfied. The
most general harmonic function on C+ that obeys our regularity conditions is found by
combining (5.1) and (5.4),
h(w) = h[1](w) + h[2](w) . (5.5)
This is the most general h when Σ has the topology of a disk parametrized by the upper-half
complex plane. On higher-genus surfaces, the admissible bulk and boundary singularities
are the same, but the explicit expressions for h are more involved.
In practice, in all known solutions, h has at most two singularities on the closure of
the Riemann surface, Σ¯. For backgrounds with holographic duals we will argue later that
there can be no more. Nevertheless, the above explicit form of h will be useful in the proof
of our second theorem, in section 5.4.
5.2 Uniqueness of solution dual to 2d CFTs
Solutions that are dual to two-dimensional conformal theories should have a conformal
boundary S1 × R, which is the conformal boundary of AdS3. This means that the radius
of the AdS3 fiber must be finite everywhere, both in the interior and on the boundary
of Σ, since the space-time metric must only diverge on a sequence of two-dimensional
submanifolds. From the relation (3.16) and the inequalities (3.17) we know that this is only
possible if h is everywhere smooth. The only option is therefore
h = constant 6= 0 on a Σ without boundary.
Now when h is constant the expression (3.14) for the Σ metric degenerates, and the reduction
of the BPS equations must be carried out from scratch. This is done in appendix D. The
¶Strictly speaking, when talking here and later about a zero or a pole of h, we mean of the holomorphic
part of h. And when we say that the holomorphic part of h has a zero, we assume a local coordinate in
which an irrelevant imaginary constant has been absorbed. We hope the reader will not be confused by
this loose use of language.
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final result is that all four scale factors (f1, f2, f3, ρ) are in this case constants, subject to
the two relations
f21 =
f22 f
2
3
f22 + f
2
3
and
f23
f22
= γ . (5.6)
Thus, the only space-time manifold dual to a 2-dimensional CFT is AdS3×S3×S3×E2,
where E2 denotes the Euclidean plane, possibly with discrete identifications.
The AdS3×S3×S3×E2 background is known to describe the near-horizon region of
the M2⊥M5⊥M5 (1) configuration of Table 1, when all M5-branes are smeared∗ in the
common transverse dimension (parametrized by x2) [11, 53]. In this background all of the
components of the 4-form flux point in a common direction of E2. Compactifying this
direction on an "invisibly-small" circle, gives a solution of type IIA string theory which is
exact at all orders in the sigma-model (α′) expansion [55]. One may further compactify E2
on a two-torus, though this solution cannot be anymore connected to the asymptotically-flat
region of the M2⊥M5⊥M5 (1) configuration.†
It is interesting to compare the uniqueness of half-BPS M-theory solutions which have
two-dimensional CFT duals, to the analogous situation in one higher dimension in type-IIB
theory. As shown in [16, 17], there exists a rich set of half-BPS solutions of type-IIB string
theory that are dual to three-dimensional CFTs. These latter are the conjectured infrared
limits of quiver gauge theories that describe the D3-brane dynamics in the configurations
of Table 2 [13–15]. The D3-branes have finite extent in the x3 direction, since they are
suspended between the NS5-branes and D5-branes of the configuration. The geometry of
the type-IIB solutions captures precisely the quiver data, i.e. the partition of the D3-branes
among the five-branes [16, 17].
Performing a T-duality of the transverse coordinate x3, and lifting to eleven dimensions,
transforms these configurations to M2-branes in the background of two types of Kaluza-
Klein monopoles [17]. Interestingly, on the M-theory side the near-horizon geometry is
(almost) unique – it is the orbifold of AdS4×(S7/(Zk × Zkˆ), where k, kˆ are the numbers
of KK monopoles. The missing data of the quiver CFT must thus be captured either by
discrete torsion of the 3-form potential in the M-theory orbifold [56], or by non-geometric
backgrounds of the wrapped M2-brane field.
Can a similar story hold for the case at hand? In the flat probe-brane limit, one can
suspend a collection of N M2-branes between sets of M5- andM5′-branes in many different
ways, as described by pairs of partitions of N . Our result suggests that in the infrared limit
this information is lost since, in contrast to AdS4×(S7/(Zk × Zkˆ), the AdS3×S3×S3×E2
geometry does not have the required homology to encode the data. This uniqueness of
the infrared SCFT2 could be a consequence of the Coleman-Mermin-Wagner theorem in
∗The solutions of M-theory corresponding to smeared intersecting branes were constructed in [24, 54].
Smearing creates an additional Killing isometry, which is doubled in the near-horizon limit.
†The reason is that one of the E2 coordinates is a combination of two radial coordinates in the {3, 4, 5, 6}
and {7, 8, 9, 10} subspaces of Table 1, so it cannot be compact. More generally, however, we can consider
solutions with a non-diagonal torus, and an arbitrary orientation for the flux fields.
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two dimensions: the M5-branes are effectively smeared, restoring dynamically the broken
invariance under translations in the x2 direction.
5.3 Why γ is not a continuous parameter
The AdS3×S3×S3×E2 background has two free parameters, which can be chosen to be the
radii of the two S3, or alternatively the AdS3 radius and the parameter γ. The meaning
of this latter parameter becomes clear if we make the dimension of E2 in which the 4-form
fluxes are aligned into a circle Cx, of circumference `x. The geometry now has two 4-cycles
that support M5-brane charge: Cx×S32 and Cx×S33 . The corresponding charges, M(2) and
M(3), are calculated in appendix D, where it is shown that
M(3) = ±γM(2) . (5.7)
Thus γ is the ratio of the two M5-brane charges, up to a sign that can be chosen freely. This
agrees with the general conclusion drawn from the form of the cohomological potentials, at
the end of section 4.4. Since M5-brane charges are quantized, γ must take rational values.
As a result, even though γ is a continuous parameter of the supergravity solutions, it is not
necessarily a continuous modulus in M theory.
Compactifying E2 on a cylinder allows us also to view the solution as a configuration
in type-IIA string theory. Since all 4-form backgrounds have an index in the direction Cx,
the string theory background only involves the Neveu-Schwarz 2-form field. It has therefore
an exact world-sheet description in terms of Wess-Zumino-Witten models for the product
group manifold SL(2,R)k1 × SU(2)k2 × SU(2)k3 [55]. The relations (5.6) become relations
between the levels kj of the WZW models, in particular γ = k3/k2.
Note that the circumference `x translates into a constant dilaton field. Since the M5-
branes of M theory descend to orthogonal NS5-branes in type-IIA, one might have expected
the dilaton to run away to strong coupling in the near-horizon limit. The fact that this
does not happen is probably because of background fundamental strings, even if their charge
cannot be defined unambiguously, as discussed in appendix D.
5.4 All interface CFTs have γ > 0
The structure of admissible harmonic functions h leads to another general conclusion, which
can be stated as follows,
Theorem: Regular solutions with γ < 0 cannot have more than one h-singularity.
The idea behind the proof is that when h has more than one singular points, ∂wh develops
zeroes in the interior of Σ. These give rise to conical singularities unless G is allowed to
diverge. But this is forbidden by the regularity condition |G| < 1 when γ < 0, so we must
conclude that h cannot have more than one singularity in the closure of Σ.
More concretely, consider first the case of h with only boundary poles, as given by the
expression (5.4). The equation ∂wh[2] = 0 is equivalent to a polynomial equation
(
∑
aj)w
2n−2 + · · · = 0 , (5.8)
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where n is the number of boundary poles. Since the aj are positive, the leading term is
non-vanishing, and there are 2n− 2 roots. Furthermore, on the real axis
i∂wh
[2] =
∑
j
aj
(w − dj)2 > 0 , (5.9)
so all the zeroes are complex. Finally, since all coefficients of the polynomial equation are
real, the zeroes come in complex-conjugate pairs, and n− 1 of them lie in the interior of Σ.
The argument can be extended easily to the general function h = h[1] + h[2], with both
interior and boundary singularities. From the expression (5.1) we find
∂wh = −
∑
i
2αiIm(βi)
(w − βi)(w − β¯i)
− i
∑
j
aj
(w − dj)2 . (5.10)
The zeroes of this meromorphic function come again in complex-conjugate pairs, and they
do not lie on the real axis since both the real and the imaginary parts are manifestly positive
when w is real [this follows from the positivity of αi, Im(βi) and aj ]. Thus half of the zeroes
of (5.10) lie in the interior of Σ. Now for any meromorphic function, the number of zeroes
equals the number of poles, counted with multiplicities and including the point at infinity.
The function (5.10) has a double zero at infinity and 2n poles, where n is the number of
terms in the sum. Thus the number of zeroes inside Σ is n− 1.
Now consider the geometry in the vicinity of one of the zeroes of ∂wh, at w = w0. From
the expression (3.14) for the metric factors we have
ρ2dwdw¯ =
(
(GG¯− 1)W+W−
c32c
3
3h
4
) 1
3
|∂wh|2dwdw¯ ∼ |(w − w0)|2dwdw¯ , (5.11)
where in the second relation we have assumed that the factor inside the parenthesis stays
finite at w0. This metric has a conical singularity, which could be "cured" by an appropri-
ately diverging G, but this is not allowed when γ < 0. To avoid such singularities we are
thus forced to request that n = 0 or 1, which is the statement in the theorem.
We have actually assumed in this argument that Σ is a disk with marked points, and
one may wonder whether this assumption is too restrictive. In this regard, note that Σ
actually inherits a metric from supergravity, which is encoded in the data (γ, h,G). Non-
trivial topology can thus only arise in two ways: (a) by modding out Σ by a discrete
group, Γ, of symmetries of the data; or (b) if the metric develops branch-point singularities
which are resolved by higher topology. It can be easily seen that branch-point singularities
require divergent G and are excluded when γ < 0, whereas modding out can only reduce
the number of singularities, so our theorem still holds.
A corollary of this theorem is that superconformal interfaces of the ABJM membrane
theory must necessarily have γ > 0. Indeed, as we will see in the following section, space-
time throats with either (AdS4/Z2)×S4 or AdS7×S4 geometry arise at singularities of h
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on ∂Σ. ‡ The conformal boundaries of these throats, illustrated by the entries (iii) and
(iv) in Figure 1, are the 3-dimensional hemisphere and the 5-dimensional sphere. Since the
conformal boundary of solutions dual to interfaces in the ABJM theory must have at least
two such hemispheres, there can be no such solutions with γ < 0.
6 Expansions near ∂Σ and Lego Pieces
Having characterized completely the allowed functions h, we turn now to the second function
of the reduced problem, the complex function G. This obeys the second equation in (3.1),
subject to the regularity conditions (3.2) and (3.3). We will now analyze this mathematical
problem locally, in a neighborhood of a boundary point of Σ.
We will identify four local solutions that are the "Lego pieces" in the construction of
global solutions in the following sections. These are: (a) an asymptotic AdS7×S4 throat; (b)
an asymptotic (AdS4/Z2)×S7 throat; (c) a coordinate singularity, called the "flip", which
changes the boundary value of G from +i to −i; and (d) a highly-curved asymptotic region
whose M-theory interpretation we will discuss. The first three Lego pieces are compatible
with any value of γ, though for γ /∈ {−1/2,−2} the AdS7 throat is deformed. The last local
solution requires γ to be positive.
This list of local solutions, in which one or both of the functions h, G have singular
behavior, may not be exhaustive. We did not classify all singularities in the interior of Σ,
nor all possible boundary solutions when G is allowed to diverge. The above four Lego
pieces will however suffice for all the exact solutions in sections 7 and 8.
6.1 Solving for G with Legendre polynomials
As shown in section 5.1, the holomorphic part of h has either a simple zero or a simple pole
at any given point of (a linear segment of) ∂Σ. By an analytic change of the coordinate w,
which leaves invariant the origin and a piece of the real axis, one can bring h locally to one
of the following two canonical forms ∗
h =
i
w
+ c.c. , or h = −iw + c.c. . (6.1)
Generic points of ∂Σ correspond to interior points of the eleven-dimensional geometry, and
at such points h has a simple zero. At points where h has a pole the radius of the AdS3
fiber diverges, as we have argued in the previous section.
‡The reason why one finds AdS4/Z2 can be understood as follows: all anti-de Sitter space-times can
be always written as warped products AdSd+1 ' (AdSd−n × Sn) ×w R+ for any 0 ≤ n < d. The case
n = 0 is however special, because the 0-dimensional sphere consists of two points and it is not connected.
A diverging AdS3 fiber near a singularity of h covers therefore only half of the boundary of AdS4. Note
that this would continue to be the case, even if the conformal boundary of our solutions were to arise from
the (not fully chartered) logarithmic singularities of h in the interior of Σ, see section 5.1.
∗The generic h admits a Laurent expansion with imaginary coefficients, h = i h−1
w
+ i
∑∞
n=1 hnw
n+ c.c. ,
where h±1 cannot both be zero. The change of coordinate that brings this to the canonical forms (6.1)
leaves invariant the piece of the real axis inside a certain radius of convergence.
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Inserting (6.1) for h in the equation for G, and using polar coordinates (w = reiθ) gives
(∂θ + ir∂r)G = Re(G)(cot θ ± i) . (6.2)
The sign ‘+’ corresponds to the case when h has a zero, and the sign ‘−’ when it has a pole.
We recall that on the boundary G = ±i. This sign determines which of the two 3-spheres
shrinks to a point, and it should not be confused with the sign in (6.2).
Exploiting the linearity of the equation, we break up G into a r-independent solution
that obeys the required boundary conditions, and a solution that vanishes on the boundary,
G(r, θ) = G0(θ) + δG(r, θ) with δG
∣∣∣
z=z¯
= 0 . (6.3)
There are two possibilities for the r-independent solution G0: it either changes sign as θ
goes from 0 to pi, or it does not. The corresponding solutions read
no flip : G0 = i , flip : G0 = i e
±iθ = i cos θ ∓ sin θ . (6.4)
To simplify the expressions we have assumed that G = i at θ = 0. If G = −i on this half
axis, one should simply replace G0 by −G0.
Next we turn to the homogeneous piece, δG. Since equation (6.2) is invariant under
dilatations r → λr, we may assume a power-law dependence on the radial coordinate. We
also decompose the function into its real and imaginary parts,
δG(r, θ) = rνGν(θ) ≡ rν [G1,ν(θ) + iG2,ν(θ)] . (6.5)
Inserting this ansatz in (6.2) leads to the following coupled ordinary differential equations
for the two real functions G1,ν and G2,ν :
(
d
dθ
− cot θ)G1,ν = νG2,ν and dG2,ν
dθ
= (−ν ± 1)G1,ν . (6.6)
We eliminate G2,ν from the first equation, define G1,ν := sin θ f1,ν , and change variable to
x := cos θ, to finally get
(1− x2) d
2f1,ν
dx2
− 2x df1,ν
dx
+ ν(ν ∓ 1) f1,ν = 0 . (6.7)
This we recognize as the Legendre equation with µ = 0 [57]. The two independent solutions
of this equation are the Legendre functions of the first and second kind,
f1,ν(θ) = aν Pκ(cos θ) + a˜ν Qκ(cos θ) , (6.8)
where κ ≥ −1/2 solves the quadratic equation
κ(κ+ 1) = ν(ν ∓ 1) =⇒ κ = max(∓ν , ±ν − 1) . (6.9)
To complete the calculation, we need to find the imaginary part of Gν from the first of the
differential equations (6.6),
νG2,ν = sin θ
df1,ν
dθ
= (x2 − 1)df1,ν
dθ
. (6.10)
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The derivative of the Legendre functions can be re-expressed using the identity
(x2 − 1)P ′κ(x) = (κ+ 1) [Pκ+1(x)− xPκ(x)] ,
which holds also for the functions Qκ. Putting everything together we arrive at
Gν(θ) = aν
[
sin θ Pκ(cos θ) + i
κ+1
ν [Pκ+1(cos θ)− cos θ Pκ(cos θ)]
]
+a˜ν [ same with Pκ → Qκ] . (6.11)
The general solution of (6.2) can be expanded as a linear superposition
∑
rνGν(θ).
From the properties of the Legendre functions one can check that Gν(0) = Gν(pi) = 0 for
all ν 6= 0, so the Dirichlet boundary condition puts no restrictions on the coefficients aν , a˜ν .
A non-trivial condition comes however from the θ-derivatives at 0 and pi, which diverge
logarithmically for generic ν. This would lead to curvature singularities of the geometry,
and should be excluded. From
∂θGν
∣∣∣
θ=
∼ a˜ν Qκ(1− 2/2) ∼ −a˜ν log  as → 0 (6.12)
we conclude that all coefficients a˜ν must vanish. Furthermore, from
∂θGν
∣∣∣
θ=pi−
∼ −aν Pκ(−1 + 2/2) ∼ − 2
pi
aν sin(piκ) log  as → 0 (6.13)
we find that the aν also vanish unless κ =integer. The relation (6.9) between κ and ν shows
that, after all the dust has settled, one is left with an expansion involving integer powers
of r multiplied by Legendre polynomials.
The upshot of this analysis is that the solution of the G-equation in the neighborhood
of any boundary point can be expanded as follows:
G = G0(θ) +
∑
06=ν∈Z
aν r
ν
[
sin θ Pκ(cos θ) + i
κ+ 1
ν
[Pκ+1(cos θ)− cos θ Pκ(cos θ)]
]
, (6.14)
where G0 is given by eq. (6.4), and κ is determined by eq. (6.9). The aν are at this stage
arbitrary real coefficients, restricted only by the conditions of global regularity in the interior
of Σ. Recall that this expression depends, via G0 and κ, on whether h has a simple zero or
a simple pole at r = 0.
6.2 Two AdS throats and a cap
The general solution (6.14) has terms with positive and negative powers of r. We consider
first the case where G is bounded at r = 0, so that only positive integers ν can enter in the
sum (6.14). For γ < 0, this condition is required to keep G finite. From eq. (6.9) we deduce
that κ = ν − 1 when h has a zero, and κ = ν when h has a pole. The expansion (6.14) in
these two cases therefore reads
zero : G(r, θ) = G0(θ) + i
∞∑
n=1
an r
n
[
Pn(cos θ)− eiθPn−1(cos θ)
]
' G0(θ) + a1r sin θ + a2r2(sin θ cos θ − i
2
sin2 θ) + · · · , (6.15)
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pole : G(r, θ) = G0(θ) +
∞∑
n=1
an r
n
[
sin θ Pn(cos θ) + i
n+ 1
n
[Pn+1(cos θ)− cos θ Pn(cos θ)]
]
' G0(θ) + a1r sin θ e−iθ + a2
2
r2
[
sin θ(3 cos2 θ − 1)− 3i cos θ sin2 θ]+ · · · .
(6.16)
The coefficients an are all real, and G0(θ) is given by (6.4).
These solutions satisfy the boundary conditions G = ±i, so the last thing we need to
impose is the regularity condition γ(GG¯ − 1) > 0 in the interior of Σ. Near r = 0, the
sign of γ(GG¯− 1) depends on the linear and quadratic terms of the expansions (6.15) and
(6.16). A little calculation gives in the case of a h-zero
|G|2 − 1 '
{
(a21 − a2)r2 sin2 θ (zero, no flip),
−2a1r sin2 θ (zero, flip), (6.17)
whereas in the case of a h-pole
|G|2 − 1 '
{
−2a1r sin2 θ (pole, no flip),
(a21 − a2)r2 sin2 θ (pole, flip).
(6.18)
Note that in all cases the right-hand side has a definite sign, at all angles θ. By choosing
therefore expansion coefficients so that γ(a21 − a2) > 0 or γa1 < 0, according to the case
at hand, we can always satisfy the regularity condition locally, for any γ, whether h has a
zero or a pole, and whether G flips or does not flip sign as θ goes from 0 to pi.
Let us take a closer look at the above solutions. Inserting the expansions (6.15) and
(6.16) in (3.14) leads, after some straightforward algebra, to the following expressions for
the space-time metric,
zero, no flip : ds2 ' B1 ds2AdS3 +B2 ds2S33 +B3(dx
2 + dy2 + y2ds2S32
) ;
zero,flip : ds2 ' B1 ds2AdS3 +B2 r
[
1
4r2
(dr2 + r2dθ2) + sin2(
θ
2
)ds2S32
+ cos2(
θ
2
) ds2S33
]
;
pole, no flip : ds2 ' 1
r
(B1 ds
2
AdS3 +B2 ds
2
S33
) +B3
(
dr2
r2
+ dθ2 + sin2 θ ds2S32
)
;
pole, flip : ds2 ' B1
r2
ds2AdS3 +B2
[
1
4r2
(dr2 + r2dθ2) + sin2(
θ
2
) ds2S32
+ cos2(
θ
2
) ds2S33
]
.
(6.19)
In the "zero, no flip" case, we have used the Cartesian rather than the polar parametrization
of Σ, w = x + iy. The constants B1, B2, B3 in these expressions are combinations of the
ci and of the expansion coefficients, aj , of the function G. They are different combinations
in each case, but we use the same symbols for economy of notation. In the "pole, no flip"
case for example they read
B1 =
2
c21
(−γa1)−1/3 , B2 = 2γ
c2c3
(−γa1)−1/3 , B3 = 4
c2c3
(
a21
γ
)1/3
. (6.20)
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There are similar fomulae in the other three cases.
The first expression in (6.19) is the metric of AdS3×S3 × R5. This is the metric near
a generic point of ∂Σ, where both h and G are continuous, as was already noted in the
discussion of regularity conditions, in section 3.4. The second expression asymptotes to the
metric of AdS3×R8. This can be seen by changing coordinates to r = r˜2, so that r˜ is a local
polar coordinate for R8, while θ parametrizes the line-segment coordinate of a seven-sphere
written as a fibration (S32×S33)n I (with I the line segment). Both h-zero cases correspond
therefore to regular interior regions of the supergravity geometry. The singularity of G in
the second case is a coordinate singularity, analogous to the "smoothly-capped" D3-brane
throats found in the type-IIB context, in [16, 18]. † We will refer to it as a "cap". Note
that there are no non-trivial cycles of any dimension at a cap.
The two other solutions near a h-pole are higher-dimensional Anti-de Sitter throats.
The third metric in (6.19) is AdS′7×S4, where the prime here signifies that in general
the maximally-symmetric AdS7 space-time is deformed. Maximal symmetry requires that
B1 = B2, which from (6.20) can be seen to imply γ = −2. This is indeed the value that
corresponds to the superconformal symmetry of pure AdS7×S4 space-time [6]. ‡ Finally, the
fourth metric in (6.19) is (AdS4/Z2)×S7, which is the near-horizon geometry of semi-infinite
M2 branes. Interestingly, the (AdS4/Z2)×S7 asymptotics are compatible with any value of
γ, even though the maximally-symmetric AdS4×S7 background has γ = 1.
6.3 M5-brane singularities
For γ positive, G is allowed to diverge, so one should also consider negative powers in the
expansion (6.14). Inspection of the expressions (3.14) for the metric factors shows that, if
G diverges as ∼ r−n, then fj ∼ h1/3 and ρ ∼ r−n|∂wh|h−2/3. Since the holomorphic part
of h has either a simple zero or a simple pole, we find
zero : fj ∼ r1/3, ρ ∼ r−(n+2/3) ; pole : fj ∼ r−1/3, ρ ∼ r−(n+4/3) . (6.21)
In both cases, the origin at r = 0 is infinitely far in the eleven-dimensional metric. In the
case of a h-pole all scale factors diverge, and the geometry is asymptotically flat. This
behavior is legitimate, and we will see an example in section 8.1. However, such solutions
have no holographic interpretation and will not really concern us here.
The case of an h-zero is different, because the (pseudo-)sphere radii vanish as r → 0.
Such regions do not therefore change the dimension of the conformal boundary of space-
time, but the geometry is highly curved and the supergravity approximation breaks down.
For n > 1, these local solutions do not carry any M5-brane charge, and they have no obvious
interpretation in M theory. To see why there is no 5-brane charge, note that this is given
by the discontinuity of the auxiliary function Φ, defined in (4.2), across the singular point
†For general h ' ih−1/w+ ih1w+c.c., taking the residue, h−1, of the pole to zero amounts to sending to
zero the number of (semi-)infinite M2- or M5-branes that create the throat. The limit is not strictly-speaking
smooth, since the pole changes the topology and the boundary of space-time.
‡The reason why we don’t also find γ = −1/2 is because we broke the symmetry J by choosing on the
boundary G0 = +i rather than −i, see eq. (6.4).
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on the real axis. But Φ scales near the singularity as ∼ r−n+1, so the only consistent value
for the M5-brane charge, when n > 1, is zero.
Let us then focus on the case n = 1, which corresponds to the ν = −1 term in the
general expansion (6.14). Since we are near a zero of h, eq. (6.9) implies that κ = 1. Using
the standard Legendre polynomials we find
G = G0 + δG , with δG =
a
r
(sin θ cos θ + i sin2 θ) = a
w Im(w)
|w|3 , (6.22)
where a is a shorthand notation for the arbitrary coefficient a−1 in (6.14). From (4.2) we
find the following contribution of δG to Φ,
δΦ = −2a cos θ = −a (
√
w
w¯
+
√
w¯
w
) . (6.23)
Inserting this in the formulae (4.7) and (4.18) for the 3-form potential and M5-brane charges,
and noting that h˜ is continuous, yields
M(j) =
νj
c3j
bcj
∣∣∣∣∣
z(1)
z(0)
=

4aν2γ/c
3
2 , j = 2 ,
−4aν3/(γc33) , j = 3 .
(6.24)
The upper result (j = 2) is relevant if G0 = i, so that S22 shrinks to a point on ∂Σ, while the
lower result (j = 3) applies when it is S23 that collapses to a point on ∂Σ, which happens
if G0 = −i. The case where G0 is a flip need not be treated separately, since it is always
possible to separate it from the singularity of δG on ∂Σ.
The upshot of this analysis is that the (local) solution (6.22) describes an M5-brane or
M5′-brane stack with a AdS3×S3 world-volume. Unlike the AdS′7×S4 throat, this solution
does not change the dimension of the conformal boundary of space-time. Strongly-curved
five-brane regions of a similar kind entered also in the type-IIB solutions of refs. [16, 18].
Finally, let us calculate the M2-brane charge of this local solution. The contribution from
δG to the auxiliary function Λ defined by eq. (4.12) reads
δΛ = a
(
w2
|w| +
w¯2
|w| + 6|w|
)
. (6.25)
This is continuous at the position w = 0 of the singularity, so it does not contribute to the
M2-brane charge. The only terms in the expression (4.15) for the cohomological piece, Ωc1,
which have a discontinuity on the real axis are the terms −h˜δΦ + Φ2/2. We will use this
fact in section 8.3, where we discuss global solutions with G singularities of this type.
7 Global solutions for γ < 0
We turn now to global solutions of the supergravity equations, considering first the case of
negative γ. The theorem of section 5.4 restricts h to be either constant, in which case the
only solution is AdS3×S3×S3×E2 with γ > 0, or to have a single singularity. Without loss
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of generality, a singular h takes one of two forms, according to whether the singularity is
on the boundary or in the interior of Σ,
h = −i(w − w¯) + c.c. , or h = a log
(
w + i
w − i
)
+ c.c. . (7.1)
Here Σ is the upper-half complex plane. Note that the singularities of h are at w = ∞
or at w = i, but they could be placed anywhere else on ∂Σ or Σ by a fractional linear
transformation of the complex half-plane.
In this section we will only consider the case of the boundary singularity. We will
review the exact solutions found in refs. [7, 10] from a unified perspective, and calculate
their M2-brane and M5-brane charges. This will establish a correspondence between the
solutions in [7], and self-dual strings in arbitrary representations of SU(N) labelled by
Young tableaux. We also exhibit a dual description of these configurations, as boundary
conditions for semi-infinite M2 branes.
7.1 γ-Deformed AdS7×S4
The simplest solution is the AdS7×S4 background, which corresponds to the near-horizon
geometry of a stack of M5-branes. The data (γ, h,G) for this background reads
AdS7 × S4 : γ = −1
2
, h = −i(w − w¯), G = i
(
−1 + w + ξ|w + ξ| −
w − ξ
|w − ξ|
)
. (7.2)
There is one (positive) free parameter ξ = 2L3c31 , where L is the radius of S4. This is
a solution with one pole in h, and two cap singularities at w = ±ξ. There exists, as we
explained in section 4.5, an equivalent solution with γ = −2 and G equal to minus the
above expression. This follows from the symmetry I of the problem.
To check that (7.2) is indeed the AdS7×S4 solution, it is convenient to change coordinate
to w = ξ cosh(2z), thereby mapping the upper-half complex plane to the semi-infinite strip
z = x+ iy ∈ [0,∞) + i[0, pi/2], as illustrated in Figure 3. In the new coordinate system
h = −iξ cosh(2z) + c.c. , and G = −i
[
1 + 2
sinh(z − z¯)
sinh(2z¯)
]
. (7.3)
The two flip singularities are now located at the corners of the semi-infinite strip, and the
metric reduces to the simple form
ds2 = 4L2
[
cosh2x ds3AdS3 + sinh
2x ds2S3 + dx
2
]
+ L2 ds2S4 , (7.4)
with 2y playing the role of latitude on the four-sphere. This is precisely AdS7×S4 written as
a AdS3×S3×S3 fibration over Σ. Some of the intermediate calculations necessary to derive
the above metric can be found in appendix E.
Consider next the deformed solution, obtained as γ moves away from the special value
γ = −1/2. From the results of appendix E one can calculate the deformed metric, which
approaches as x→∞ the AdS′7×S4 metric given in (6.19). The nature of the deformation
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y
−ξ ξ
Figure 4. The coordinate change w → z that maps the upper half plane to the semi-infinite strip, as
described in the text. The pole of the holomorphic part of h is at infinity. The two flip singularities at
w = ±ξ are mapped to the two corners of the strip at z = 0, ipi/2. The non-trivial 4-cycle has as basis the
open curve marked in blue, following the color convention of Figure 3.
can be understood more readily from the expressions for the flux potentials, eqs. (4.6) and
(4.7). Using the results of appendix E, one finds in particular
b2 =
8ξ ν2
c32
γ(2γ + 1)
cos(2y) sinh4x
(2γ sinh2x− 1) . (7.5)
This vanishes for γ = −1/2, consistently with the expectation that the only flux of the
AdS7×S4 background is the one threading S33 , which is part of the 4-sphere.§ For general
γ, the db2 flux field is turned on, but it remains cohomologically trivial. This is because
there is only one boundary segment where f2 = 0, so there is no 4-cycle of type C(2). In
(7.5) we have fixed the constant ambiguity so that b2 = 0 on this boundary segment, at
x = 0. Thus b2 is globally defined, and has trivial cohomology.
The only non-trivial cycle in the above geometry is actually the 4-cycle
C(3) = {y ∈ [0, pi/2]} × S33 .
The corresponding magnetic charge is given by the change in bc3 as y ranges from y = 0 to
y = pi/2. An easy computation, see appendix E, gives bc3 = 4ξγ−1 cos(2y), from which we
obtain the M5-brane charge
M(3) =
ν3
c33
. bc3
∣∣∣∣y=pi/2
y=0
= −8ξ
γ
ν3
c33
. (7.6)
§It can be checked that also b1 is constant when γ = −1/2.
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Since ξ and γ are independent parameters, we may adjust the former while varying the
latter so as to keep the M5 charge fixed. The net effect of the deformation at fixed M5
charge is then to turn on a non-zero M5′-brane flux. Since there is no corresponding charge,
this is a multipole field that should be attributed to dielectric M5′ branes.
The γ-deformed background has also non-vanishing M2-brane flux, but there is no
corresponding electric charge. This follows from our discussion in section 4.4, where we
argued very generally that the γ deformation may rescale the charges of a solution, but does
not add new charges on top of the ones that existed before the deformation. Alternatively,
it can be seen that the deformed AdS7×S4 geometry does not have any non-trivial 7-cycles,
because the 7-spheres around flip singularities can be contracted away to a point. The
D(3) = C(3)×S32 , in particular, can be written as the sum of two trivial such cycles, so it is
also trivial and it cannot support M2-brane charge.
7.2 Self-dual strings and Young diagrams
The AdS7×S4 solution was generalized in ref. [7] by the addition of an arbitrary even number
of cap singularities on the boundary of Σ. The functions h and G for these solutions read∗
string solutions : h = −i(w − w¯), G = −i
1 + 2n+2∑
j=1
(−)j w − ξj|w − ξj |
 , (7.7)
where ξ1 < ξ2 · · · < ξ2n+2. Since each term in the sum obeys the linear G-equation, the
same is true for their superpositions with real coefficients. Choosing these coefficients as
we did ensures that on the boundary G alternates between −i and +i, in accordance with
our regularity conditions.
Regularity also requires that |G| < 1 in the Σ interior, which has been shown in ref. [7].
A simple proof follows from considering
iG = −1 +
2n+2∑
j=1
(−)jeiθj , where θj = arg(w − ξj) , (7.8)
as a function of the 2n+2 variables ξj , or equivalently as a function of the θj in the domain
0 ≤ θ1 ≤ θ2 · · · ≤ θ2n+2 ≤ pi. Clearly, GG¯ is bounded and real, so it is enough to check
the inequality at the extrema of this function and on the boundary of the domain of the
θj . On the boundary, at least two of the angles are equal, say θj = θj+1. This implies that
ξj = ξj+1, so there are only 2n flips, and the proof can proceed by induction on n. As for
the extrema, these are given by the equations
eiθj G¯+ e−iθj G = 0 for all j , (7.9)
which imply that either G = 0, in which case the inequality is satisfied, or that e2iθj is
the same for all j. Since the angles must be different, the only remaining option is n = 0,
∗We have here fixed the sign of G at infinity, so these functions give inequivalent solutions for all values
of the parameter γ, with 0 < γ < −∞.
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θ1 = 0 and θ2 = pi, which happens on the boundary of Σ where G = ±i. This completes
the proof that |G| < 1 everywhere in the interior of Σ.
At w →∞, the solution given by (7.7) has (in the language of section 6.2) a "pole-no
flip" singularity, so it approaches AdS′7×S4. Such solutions describe therefore conformal
defects of the M5-brane theory. To analyze their nature, note that the space-time manifold
has now 2n+ 1 independent non-contractible 4-cycles, as illustrated in Figure 5. There are
n+1 cycles of type C(3), supporting M5-brane charges, and n cycles of type C(2) supporting
M5′-brane charges. These cycles are non-contractible because the corresponding open curves
surround two consecutive flip points.
Σ
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4 · · ·
C(3)1 C(3)2C
(2)
1
Figure 5. At a "cap" singularity, G flips sign from ±i to ∓i. The asymptotic geometry is AdS′7×S4
when the number of caps is even, and AdS4×S7 when there is an odd number of caps. For γ > 0 these cap
singularities should be replaced by curved-M5 regions, as we will discuss in section 8. The open curves are
the bases of independent non-contractible 4-cycles. Their number is one less than the number of flips.
In order to calculate the 5-brane charges, we need the real auxiliary function Φ. This
was defined by eq. (4.2) which, when h = −iw + c.c., takes the simple form ∂wΦ = −iG¯.
Integrating this equation gives
Φ(w, w¯) = 2
2n+2∑
j=1
(−)j |w − ξj |+ Φ0 . (7.10)
Using also the dual harmonic function, h˜ = −(w+ w¯), leads to the following cohomological
parts of the magnetic potentials, eq. (4.7),
bc2 = b
0
2 + 2γ
2n+2∑
j=1
(−)j |w − ξj |+ γ(w + w¯) ,
bc3 = b
0
3 −
2
γ
2n+2∑
j=1
(−)j |w − ξj |+ 1
γ
(w + w¯) . (7.11)
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The constant Φ0 has been absorbed in the b0j . On the boundary, w = x ∈ R, these
potentials are piece-wise linear functions of x, with the property that bc2 is constant in the
intervals [ξ1, ξ2], [ξ3, ξ4] · · · , [ξ2n+1, ξ2n+2] where the sphere S32 shrinks to a point, whereas
bc3 is constant in the intervals [−∞, ξ1], [ξ2, ξ3] · · · , [ξ2n+2,∞] at which the sphere S33 shrinks
to a point. Outside these constant plateaux, bc2 grows linearly with slope equal to 2γ, and
bc3 grows linearly with slope equal to 2/γ.
From the above potentials, and our master formula (4.18), one reads immediately the
invariant M5-brane charges of the solution. They are given by
M(2)a =
4ν2γ
c32
(ξ2a+1 − ξ2a) and M(3)b =
4ν3
γc33
(ξ2b − ξ2b−1) , (7.12)
where a = 1, · · · , n and b = 1, · · · , n+1. The charges are proportional to the lengths of the
intervals between successive flips, so they are free parameters. The charge of the asymptotic
AdS′7×S4 region is
∑n+1
b=1 M
(3)
b , and its radius (at γ = −1/2) is
4L3c31 =
2n+2∑
j=1
(−)jξj . (7.13)
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Figure 6. The Young diagram associated to the 5-brane charges of the supergravity solution. The number
of boxes in the bth M5-brane stack can be identified with the membrane charge N (M2)b , as shown in the
lower left diagram. The transposed diagram on the right gives the numbers of boxes in M5′ stacks.
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In M theory, all electric and magnetic charges are quantized in units of the M2-brane
and M5-brane tensions, according to the following rules,
2pi2M = 2κ211T
M
5 × (integer) , (2pi2)2E = 2κ211TM2 × (integer) , (7.14)
where in terms of the 11-dimensional Planck length (TM5 )−1 = (2pi)5`611, (TM2 )−1 = (2pi)2`311
and 2κ211 = (2pi)8`911. We will use the following notation for the integer 5-brane charges,
M(2)a → Nˆ (M5)a , M(3)b → N (M5)b , and N ≡
n+1∑
b=1
N
(M5)
b . (7.15)
These charges determine a Young diagram, and a corresponding representation of SU(N),
in the way illustrated by Figure 6. Note that N is the number of M5 branes at the conformal
boundary of the solution.† The M5 charges and M5′ charges,
{N (M5)1 , N (M5)1 , · · · , N (M5)n } and {Nˆ (M5)1 , Nˆ (M5)1 , · · · , Nˆ (M5)n } ,
count, respectively, lines of equal length and columns of equal height in the Young diagram.
The story is familiar from the study of holographic Wilson lines in the N = 4 super Yang-
Mills [44, 45]. We conjecture by analogy that the solution (7.7) describes surface operators
in the representation of SU(N) that corresponds to the above Young diagram. Note that
the total number of lines of the diagram, N −N (M5)n+1 , is less than N , in agreement with the
fact that all the columns must contain less than N boxes.
One may wonder if the numbers of boxes in the diagram can be related to M2-brane
charges. This can be indeed done by assigning an M2 charge to each 7-cycle of the form
S3 × C, where C is one of the 2n + 1 independent non-contractible 4-cycles. We choose a
gauge such that b3 = 0 on the boundary interval (−∞, ξ1], and b2 = 0 on the boundary
interval [ξ2n+1, ξ2n+2], and we deform the integration contours so that C(3)b coincides with the
boundary interval [ξ2a−1, ξ2a] along which the potential b2 is constant, while C(2)a coincides
with the boundary interval [ξ2b, ξ2b+1] along which the potential b3 is constant. It is simpler
to use directly the definitions (4.10) and (4.11) of the 7-form, rather than our reduced
expressions for electric charges. Following the discussion of section 4, we choose  = +1 for
the cycles with base C(3)b , and  = −1 for those with base C(2)a . A straightforward calculation
with the help of eq. (7.11) and the quantization conditions (7.14) leads then to the following
integer M2-brane charges,
Nˆ (M2)a = Nˆ
(M5)
a
[
N
(M5)
1 +N
(M5)
2 + · · ·N (M5)a
]
,
N
(M2)
b = N
(M5)
b
[
Nˆ (M5)n + Nˆ
(M5)
n−1 + · · · Nˆ (M5)b
]
. (7.16)
One can indeed verify that Nˆ (M2)a /Nˆ
(M5)
a ≡ lˆa and N (M2)b /N (M5)b ≡ lb are, respectively, the
number of boxes in a column of the ath stack, and the number of boxes in a row of the bth
stack. Furthermore, with this choice of gauge for b2 and b3, the (n + 1)th M5-brane stack
†For the purposes of this discussion, we may choose the signs ν2, ν3 so as to make all charges positive.
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has zero M2-brane charge, which is consistent with the fact that it does not enter in the
determination of the Young diagram.
We have thus succeeded in associating the boxes of the Young diagram with M2 branes.
It should be noted, nevertheless, that this calculation is somewhat of a red herring. Indeed,
the geometry of the solution (7.7) does not have any non-contractible 7-cycles, because the
7-cycles at the "cap" singularities are cohomologically trivial. Furthermore, the M2-brane
charges (7.16) carry no new information, as is clear from eqs. (7.16). The only topological
invariants of the solution are N , and an irreducible representation of SU(N), both of which
are fully determined by the 5-brane charges.
7.3 Semi-infinite M2 branes
An intriguing set of new solutions can be obtained with little effort by a small modification
of the data (γ, h,G) given in (7.7). The function G for these solutions has the same form
as (7.7), except for a small but significant difference: the number of flip points or "caps" is
odd. If 2n+ 1 is the number of flips we have
M2 boundaries : h = −i(w − w¯), G = −i
2n+1∑
j=1
(−)j w − ξj|w − ξj | . (7.17)
Since at the h-pole on the boundary at infinity G flips sign, the asymptotic geometry is
(AdS4/Z2)×S7. The dual gauge theory is therefore a 3-dimensional gauge theory defined
on the world-volume of semi-infinite M2 branes.
Most of the analysis of these solutions proceeds as in the previous section. There
are now n independent M5-brane charges, and n independent M5′-brane charges, related
to the lengths of the intervals between successive flips as in eqs. (7.12). We can use the
corresponding integer charges to construct a Young diagram as in Figure 6. We can also
associate numbers of boxes to M2-brane charges, using a gauge in which b3 = 0 on the
boundary interval (−∞, ξ1] and b2 = 0 on the boundary interval [ξ2n+1,∞). The reader
can easily fill in the details of these calculations.
The only significant difference between the solutions with even and odd number of
flips has to do with the charges at infinity. In the string solutions (7.7), the asymptotic
AdS7×S4 region has M5-brane charge equal to N , and M2-brane charge equal to the total
number, M , of boxes in the Young diagram. Note however that the 7-cycle at infinity has
the topology of S3 × S4, so large gauge transformations can change the M2-brane charge
by multiples of the M5 charge. More specifically, a constant shift of the magnetic potential
b2 will change M by an integer multiple of N . Thus the only invariant charges at infinity
are N , and the "N -ality" of the Young diagram.
In the solutions (7.17), on the other hand, the 7-cycle at infinity has S7 topology and
the number M of boxes in the Young diagram is an invariant asymptotic M2-brane charge.
There is now no asymptotic M5-brane charge, and no dual 6d gauge theory with gauge
group SU(N). The dual gauge theory for these backgrounds is a 3d gauge theory in half
space, with the M2-brane gauge group SU(M).
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It is plausible that the supergravity solutions (7.7) and (7.17) are actually different
descriptions of the same object, namely of a stack of M2-branes ending on M5-branes.
The existence of such complimentary field theory descriptions is familiar from the study
of monopoles, viewed as D-strings ending on D3-branes [58]. Likewise, the M2⊥M5-brane
system can be described as a string soliton of the M5-brane theory, or as a boundary of
the M2-brane theory. The unique feature of the M theory setup, however, is that both M2
branes and M5 branes have regular near-horizon geometries, when they are allowed to back
react. Thus the same physical system seems to admit two different superconformal limits,
a novel and intriguing phenomenon.
8 Global solutions with γ > 0
In this last section we turn our attention to global solutions with positive γ. There is no
limit, in this case, to the number of singularities of the function h, so one can have more
than one higher-dimensional asymptotic region. The basic example is the Janus solution
[9], which has two distinct (AdS4/Z2)×S7 asymptotic regions, with conformal boundaries
joined along a 2d interface (see Figure 1 in the introduction). There are no known solutions,
on the other hand, that have more than two asymptotic regions, and we don’t expect to find
any such solutions with holographic duals. If they existed, either the conformal boundary
would be disconnected, or M2-branes would have to form non-trivial junctions.
8.1 Deformed NS5 brane
Let us begin with a simple γ > 0 solution, given by the following function G,
G = ± (i+ βh) , with β ∈ R . (8.1)
This satisfies the basic equation 2h∂wG = (G + G¯)∂wh, for any harmonic function h. It
also obeys the two regularity conditions, G = ±i on the boundary of Σ, and |G| > 1 in the
interior of Σ. Thus, (8.1) seems to give a global solution for any admissible choice of the
harmonic function h.
As has been explained, however, in section 5.4, when h has more than one singularity,
either in the interior or on the boundary of Σ, there are interior points where ∂wh = 0.
Unless G diverges at least as fast as (∂wh)−1 at these same points, the space-time manifold
would have conical singularities. Clearly the function in (8.1) cannot diverge faster than h,
which is finite at the zeroes of ∂wh, so we conclude that h has at most one singularity. It
thus takes one of the two canonical forms (7.1), so we have the following two solutions,
solution 1 : h = y , G = −i+ βy , with x+ iy ∈ C+ ; (8.2)
solution 2 : h = −a log(zz¯) , G = −i+ βh , with |z| ≤ 1 . (8.3)
Note that we have used the freedom of conformal reparametrizations to set h = y in the
first solution, and to go to the more natural coordinate z = reiθ with r ≤ 1 in the second
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solution. We have also fixed G = −i on ∂Σ, so inequivalent solutions are obtained for all
values of γ between 0 and ∞.
Closer inspection shows that (8.2) and (8.3) are almost equivalent, since they are related
by the conformal change of variables
1
r
− iθ = 1
2a
(y − ix) . (8.4)
The only difference between the two is that in the second solution the coordinate θ is
periodic. The extra free parameter in (8.3) accounts for the length of the corresponding
circle. We may thus treat these two solutions as one and the same.
Inserting (8.2) in (3.14) and (3.15) leads to the supergravity metric‡
ds2 = e4φ/3
[
1
1 + γ
ds2AdS3 +
1
γ
ds2S32
+ dx2 +
(
dy2 +
y2
1 + y2
ds2S33
)]
(8.5)
with φ =
1
4
log(1 + y2) + φ0 . (8.6)
The parameter β in (8.2) enters only in the expression for φ0 which determines the overall
scale of the solution. The metric (8.5) is conformally equivalent to the direct product of a
4-dimensional cigar and AdS3×S3 × R space-time. Since it approaches flat space-time at
infinity, there is no holographic interpretation. The two auxiliary functions that enter in
the expressions (4.7) for the magnetic potentials are
h˜ = −x , Φ = x+ β
2
y2 . (8.7)
If the coordinate x is compact, x = x+2pi, there is a non-vanishing 5-brane charge supported
by the 4-cycle S32 × {x ∈ [0, 2pi]}. This is the only non-trivial cycle of the above solution,
which describes a deformed M5′ brane smeared along the direction x.
When x is compactified on a circle, the background given by (8.5) and (8.6) is a solution
of type-IIA string theory with dilaton φ. The 10-dimensional metric in string frame can be
extracted using the reduction formula [59]
ds211 = e
4φ/3dx2 + e−2φ/3ds210 ,
with the result
ds210 = e
2φ
[
1
1 + γ
ds2AdS3 +
1
γ
ds2S32
+
(
dy2 +
y2
1 + y2
ds2S33
)]
. (8.8)
This solution is reminiscent of the standard linear-dilaton background of the flat NS5-
brane [60]. The NS5-brane worldvolume wraps, however, AdS3×S3, the dilaton grows only
logarithmically at y →∞, and the space-time caps off smoothly at y = 0. Furthermore, the
solution has a non-vanishing Ramond-Ramond flux background. We interpret this solution
as describing a NS5 brane in the background of dielectric D4 branes.
‡We have here rescaled the coordinates x and y so as to absorb some irrelevant multiplicative constants.
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8.2 Two-parameter Janus deformation
The AdS4×S7 solution of M theory is obtained for γ = 1. A one-parameter deformation
of this solution at constant γ, the Janus solution, was discovered in reference [9]. If we
parametrize Σ by the half plane, the functions h and G are given by
h = iC(w−1 − w) + c.c. , G = i |w|+ |w|
−1 + λ(w − w¯)|w|−1
w¯ + w¯−1
. (8.9)
This solution describes a superconformal domain wall of the gauge theory on the M2 branes.
The two asymptotic (AdS4/Z2)×S7 regions emerge at the two poles of h, at w = 0,∞. At
these poles the sign of G flips, so that G = +i for w ∈ R+ and G = −i for w ∈ R−. Thus
the geometry has a single non-contractible 7-cycle, and a conserved charge proportional to
the number of M2 branes. The pure AdS4×S7 solution corresponds to λ = 0, but more
generally λ can take any arbitrary real value.
Note that ∂wh vanishes in the interior of Σ, at w = i, but the function G diverges at
this point in such a way that the geometry remains smooth. This is actually, at present,
the only known global solution that has no conical singularity, despite the presence of more
than one higher-dimensional AdS throats.
A more convenient parametrization of (8.9) is in terms of the coordinate w = e2z,
which covers the infinite strip z = x + iy ∈ R + i[0, pi/2]. In terms of the strip coordinate
the functions h and G read :
h = −2iC [sinh(2z)− sinh(2z¯)] , G = icosh(z + z¯) + λ sinh(z − z¯)
cosh(2z¯)
. (8.10)
Interestingly, the λ-dependent piece of this solution has the same functional form as the
AdS7×S4 solution (7.3), modulo a coordinate shift z → z + ipi/4. This means that for
λ  1, the geometry will approach in a local patch the near-horizon geometry of the M5
branes. The global features of the two solutions are, however, very different – in particular,
(8.10) has no asymptotic AdS7×S4 region and no 5-brane charge. A possible interpretation
is that the M2 branes blow up into dielectric M5 branes in the middle region, but it would
be interesting to understand how this happens in detail.
From the general analysis in sections 3 and 4 we know that all solutions come in families
parametrized by |γ|, and the same is true for the above Janus solution. We therefore have
a family of Janus solutions parametrized by −∞ < λ < ∞, by 0 < γ < ∞, and by the
overall scale C. The latter is related to the radius L of the asymptotic AdS4×S7 solution,
or equivalently to the M2-brane charge, by the equation
L3 =
C
√
1 + λ2
(c2c3)3/2
. (8.11)
This two-parameter deformation of the AdS4×S7 background was discovered independently,
as a solution of gauged 4d supergravity, in ref. [22]. The map between the parameters of
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this reference and our solutions is as follows,§
λ =
a sin ζ0√
1− a2 , γ =
sec ζ0 + a
sec ζ0 − a , C
2 =
γ3
8g6(1 + λ2)
. (8.12)
Note that the conformal transformation w → −1/w of the upper-half plane maps λ→ −λ
and G→ −G. When combined with the symmetry I of section 4.5, this allows us to identify
as equivalent the solutions with parameters (λ, γ) and (−λ, 1/γ).
8.3 Strings and semi-infinite M2 branes
Our last class of global solutions of the supergravity equations uses the local solution found
in section 6.3. Recall that this fourth type of "Lego piece" arises at points on the bound-
ary, ∂Σ, at which the function G diverges like r−1, and the curvature grows unboundedly
large, c.f. eq. (6.21). These solutions carry non-vanishing M5 charge, and are analogous
to the highly-curved NS5-brane and D5-brane regions of refs. [16–18]. As shown in these
references, such strongly-curved five-branes are necessary in order to properly account for
the global symmetries of the dual superconformal gauge theories. We conjecture that the
local solutions of section 6.3 are also admissible solutions of M theory.
The global solutions with this fourth Lego piece are given by the following data
h = −iw + c.c. , ±G = G0 +
n+1∑
a=1
ζa Im(w)
(w¯ − xa)|w − xa| , (8.13)
where G0 = i (no flip), or G0 = iw/|w| (flip). All the parameters ζa and xa are real. Each
term in the above summand is of the form Im(w)/(w¯|w|), which solves our basic equation
(3.13), and the superposition of such terms with real coefficients is again a solution of the
G equation. Furthermore G = ±i on ∂Σ, so the only remaining condition that we must
check is |G| > 1 in the interior of Σ.
Let us first check this condition in the no flip case, namely when G0 = i. Setting
w = x+ iy one finds after a little calculation
Im(±G) = 1 +
n+1∑
a=1
ζa y
2
|w − xa|3 . (8.14)
This is ≥ 1 if all the ζa are positive, so this condition suffices to prove that |G| ≥ 1. In the
case of a flip, G0 = w/|w|, one likewise finds
Re(±G/G0) = 1 +
n+1∑
a=1
ζaxa y
2
|w||w − xa|3 . (8.15)
This can be made greater or equal to one if ζaxa > 0 for all a, i.e. if the ζa are chosen to be
positive or negative according to whether the corresponding singularity is on the right or
§The choice a = 0 for any ζ0 gives AdS4×S7, while ζ0 = pi/2 implies γ = 1 and yields the M-Janus
solution parameterized by a (AdS4×S7 corresponds now to a = 1). Setting a = 1 with arbitrary ζ0 is the
γ-deformed solution found in [10].
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the left of the point of flip on the real axis. Since |G0| = 1, this condition again guarantees
that |G| ≥ 1 so that the solutions (8.13) are regular.¶
Since the harmonic function h in (8.13) has a single pole, at w = ∞, the conformal
boundary is either that of AdS′7 or of AdS4/Z2. These solutions describe therefore self-dual
strings on the world-volume of M5 branes, or semi-infinite M2 branes. They are the γ > 0
counterparts of the regular solutions of section 7.
Let us look more closely at the solutions with no flip, which have AdS′7×S4 asymptotics.
Choose for definiteness the minus sign in front of G in (8.13), so that f3 = 0 on the boundary
[the entire boundary is red, in the color code that we have used previously]. From eq. (6.24)
one reads the following M5-brane charges
M(3)a = 4ν3 ζa/(γc
3
3) → N (M5)a , N =
n+1∑
a=1
N (M5)a , (8.16)
where we have denoted by N (M5)a the integer charges, and N is the total charge which is
also the number of M5 branes at infinity.
To calculate the M2-brane charges, recall from section 6.3 that we only need to keep
the term −h˜Φ + Φ2/2 in the expression (4.15) for Ωc1. Combining the expression (6.23) for
Φ, and h˜ = −2(x− x0), leads to the following potential on the real axis,
Ωc1 = 4(x− x0)
n+1∑
a=1
ζa sign(x− xa) + 2
[ n+1∑
a=1
ζa sign(x− xa)
]2
+ continuous . (8.17)
We need not write explicitly the continuous piece because it does not contribute to the
electric charges. We have also set  = +1 because the solution has no M5′ charges, so b2
can be globally defined (see the discussion in section 4.2). Now eq. (4.21) gives the M2-brane
charge of the ath singularity in terms of the discontinuity of the above function at xa,
E(3)a =
8ν1σ
(c2c3)3
ζa [ (xa − x0)− ζ1 − · · · − ζa−1 + ζa+1 + · · ·+ ζn+1] . (8.18)
We denote by N (M2)a the corresponding integer charge. Notice that this is proportional to
N
(M5)
a , so one can define the number of M2 branes that emanate from each M5 brane in
the stack, N (M2)a ≡ N (M5)a la where
la = N
(M5)
n+1 + · · ·+N (M5)a+1 −N (M5)a−1 − · · · −N (M5)1 +A (xa − x0) , (8.19)
and A is a multiplicative constant. Note that these charges depend on the free parameters
xa, namely on the positions of the singularities on the real axis. In M theory, we expect
the la to be quantized.
It is convenient to order the charges la as follows. First define auxiliary parameters
χa ≡ Axa −N (M5)a =⇒ la − la+1 = χa − χa+1 . (8.20)
¶These conditions on the parameters ζa, xa are sufficient, but we don’t know if they are also necessary.
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Without loss of generality we can label the singularities so that χa is a decreasing function
of a. By choosing x0 appropriately, we can also set ln+1 to zero. The data parametrizing
our solutions can then be repackaged as follows,
N , {N (M2)1 , · · · , N (M2)n } , l1 ≥ l2 · · · ≥ ln > 0 . (8.21)
This data determines a Young diagram, and an irreducible representation of SU(N), in
the same way as in Figure 6. The only difference with the analysis of section 7.2 is that,
in the place of the M5′ charges, we are here given more naturally the numbers of boxes
contained in a row of the ath stack. These are precisely the charges la. Of course, these
two parametrizations of the Young diagram are completely equivalent.
Thus the solutions (8.13) without flip appear to be the continuation to positive γ, of
the γ < 0 self-dual string solutions given in section 7.2. The transition from negative to
positive γ has the effect of collapsing the ath interval [ξ2a−1, ξ2a] of the γ < 0 solution, to
the ath singularity of the solution (8.13). It should be very interesting to understand the
nature of this transition on the field theory side
The solutions (8.13) with a flip, G0 = iw/|w|, can be analyzed similarly. In this case
f3 = 0 on the negative real axis, and f2 = 0 on the positive real axis, so the asymptotic
region at infinity is (AdS4/Z2)×S7. These solutions correspond therefore to semi-infinite
M2 branes. They are the counterparts, at positive γ, of the solutions (7.17) of section 7.3.
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A Redefining the reduced data (γ, h,G)
In [10], the reduced fields were expressed in terms of a Möbius transform H of the field G,
and its associated composites V±, defined by
H =
G
1− icG , V± = 2|H|
2 ± i(H − H¯) . (A.1)
We use here a calligraphic letter, G, for the function G of reference [10], and reserve the
symbol G for the new function defined below. The parameter c is defined by c = (c1−c2)/c3,
where cj are the three real parameters that obey the constraint c1+c2+c3 = 0. The relation
of c to the parameter γ is c = −2γ − 1. ‖
‖In [10] the parameter γ is denoted c′, and our harmonic function h is replaced by |c3|hˆ.
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In terms of H and its composites the metric reads
f61 = +
h2
c61
(1− |H|2)V+
V 2−
, ρ6 = −|∂wh|
6
c63 h
4
1− |H|2
|1 + icH|6 V+V− ,
f62 = −
h2
c62
(1− |H|2)V−
V 2+
, f63 = −
h2
c63
V+V−
(1− |H|2)2 . (A.2)
The necessary and sufficient conditions for positivity of these metric factors are given by
the inequalities |H|2 < 1, V+ > 0, and V− < 0. The condition V− < 0 is equivalent to H
taking values in an open disk of radius 1/2 centered at −i/2,∣∣∣∣H + i2
∣∣∣∣ < 12 . (A.3)
It follows from the definitions of V± that if V− < 0, then the remaining conditions |H|2 < 1
and V+ > 0 are satisfied automatically. Thus (A.3) is the necessary and sufficient condition
for positivity of all metric factors.
In view of the above, it would seem that H is the ideal variable in which to formulate
the BPS problem. Indeed, its range is independent of the parameter γ, and metric factors
are fairly simple combinations of H. Furthermore, the regularity condition on the boundary
∂Σ is V− = 0, which implies the simple Dirichlet condition H = 0 or H = −i.
Unfortunately, the BPS equation (3.13) expressed in terms of H will depend explicitly
on γ and, more crucially, it will become non-linear in H. This is to be contrasted to the
function G which obeys a simple linear equation, but whose range depends non-trivially on
the parameter γ. Another drawback of the parametrization (A.2) is that the two spheres
S32 and S33 do not enter on equal footing.
Both of these drawbacks can be circumvented by a simple shift and rescaling of the
function G. To see how, note that Möbius transformations preserve circles, so the boundary
of the disk (A.3) is also a circle in the complex G plane. Explicitly, the regularity condition
can be written as follows∣∣∣∣G(1− 2γ) + iG(1 + 2γ)− i
∣∣∣∣ < 1 =⇒ 4γGG¯ − i(G¯ − G) > 0 . (A.4)
Thus, the boundary of the allowed domain is a circle centered at i/4γ with radius equal to
1/4γ. Furthermore, G must take values outside this circle, if γ > 0, or inside this circle if
γ < 0. Defining the shifted and rescaled function
G = −i+ 4γG , (A.5)
allows us to write the regularity conditions in the following convenient form:
γ(|G|2 − 1) > 0 ⇔
{
|G| > 1 for γ > 0 ,
|G| < 1 for γ < 0 . (A.6)
In words, G takes values in the interior or exterior of the unit disk, centered at the origin,
for negative or positive, respectively γ.
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Furthermore, the BPS equation (3.13) is invariant under a real rescaling and imaginary
shift of the function G, so both G and G obey the same equation. The nice feature of the
above redefinition is that the reduced BPS problem now depends only on the sign of γ. An
immediate corollary is that all supergravity solutions come in one-parameter families: they
can be continuously deformed by varying γ without changing its sign.
Finally, the announced expressions (3.14) and (3.15) for the space-time metric can be
easily derived from (A.1) and (A.2), with the help of the following relations:
W+ = 4γ
2V+ , W− = 4(1− |H|2) , GG¯− 1 = −4γV− . (A.7)
Verifying these relations is a simple algebraic exercise that we leave to the reader. Note that
in contrast to (A.1) and (A.2), the expression of the metric in terms of G makes manifest
the symmetry under exchange of the two spheres and inversion of the parameter γ.
B Magnetic potentials in terms of (γ, h,G)
In this Appendix, we shall express the 4-form field strength, and the corresponding po-
tentials bi, in terms of the canonical G defined in appendix A. The starting point is the
expression for the field strength obtained in [10] in terms of the variable c = −2γ − 1, the
real harmonic function h (after conversion from hˆ by setting h = c3hˆ), and the complex-
valued function H given in (A.1). After some slight rearrangements, the one-forms that
multiply the canonical volume forms of the (peudo)spheres read:
∂wb1 = 2iν1
h
c31
H(1− iH)∂wH¯
V 2−
+2iν1
h
c31
∂wH
(−i+ cH)(H + H¯)V 2−
[
H¯(−i+ cH)(H − 3H¯ + 4HH¯2)
−HH¯(H − 3H¯ + 4HH¯2)− ic
(
(H − H¯)2 −HH¯3 + 3H2H¯2
)]
, (B.1)
∂wb2 = −2iν2 h
c32
H(1 + iH)∂wH¯
V 2+
−2iν2 h
c32
∂wH
(−i+ cH)(H + H¯)V 2+
[
H¯(−i+ cH)(H − 3H¯ + 4HH¯2)
+HH¯(H − 3H¯ + 4HH¯2) + i c
(
(H − H¯)2 −HH¯3 + 3H2H¯2
)]
, (B.2)
∂wb3 = ν3
h
c33
(1 +H2)∂wH¯
(1−HH¯)2
+ν3
h
c33
∂wH
(−i+ cH)(H + H¯)(1−HH¯)2
[
8iH2H¯3 + 3cHH¯3 − iH¯3 + 3cH2H¯2
−15iHH¯2 − 2cH¯2 + 2iH2H¯ − cHH¯ + 5iH¯ + cH2 − 3iH
]
, (B.3)
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where the prefactors νi are signs taking the values±1. The BPS equations do not completely
determine these signs, but they constrain their product,
ν1ν2ν3 = −σ . (B.4)
The above expressions for the ∂wbi are rather complicated. We will now show, however,
that the potentials bi are simpler. This is fortunate since the brane charges, which interest
us ultimately, are easier to compute from the potentials than from the fluxes.
To organize the calculation of bi, we separate a piece that vanishes on the boundary,
bsi , from a cohomological piece, b
c
i , that will contribute to brane charges,
bi =
νi
c3i
(
bsi + b
c
i
)
. (B.5)
This separation is not unique, but a natural choice is to integrate terms in ∂wbi that are
proportional to ∂wH¯ and collect them in the contribution bsi , and the remaining terms
proportional to ∂wh and ∂wH into bci . The former integrate nicely into the following local
functions of h,H:
bs1 = −
h(H + H¯)
V−
= − h(G+ G¯)
1−GG¯ ,
bs2 = −
h(H + H¯)
V+
= − γ h(G+ G¯)
W+
,
bs3 = −
h(H + H¯)
HH¯ − 1 = +
1
γ
h(G+ G¯)
W−
. (B.6)
Here, the second equality on each line gives the expression in terms of the canonical G,
which is related to H by the equations H = G/(1− icG) and G = (G+ i)/(4γ).
The remaining contributions to ∂wbi contain no terms proportional to ∂wH¯, but only
terms proportional to ∂wH. Since H is holomorphic in G, these terms are all proportional
to ∂wG, which by virtue of the reduced field equation (3.13), is in turn proportional to ∂wh.
Some straightforward algebra leads to the expressions
∂wb
c
1 =
[
(2 + γ + γ−1)G¯+ i(γ − γ−1)
]
∂wh ,
∂wb
c
2 = γ(G¯+ i)∂wh , ∂wb
c
3 = −
1
γ
(G¯− i)∂wh . (B.7)
Note that all three one-forms ∂wbci are linear superpositions of the two basic combinations
i∂wh and G¯∂wh, with real coefficients.
The integration of the combination i∂wh is subtle. One might be tempted to integrate
it to a contribution for bci proportional to ih, but this is not acceptable since b
c
i must be
real. Instead, we use the harmonicity of h to recast i∂wh in terms of the real harmonic
function h˜ dual to h, which may be defined by the relation,
i∂wh = −∂wh˜ . (B.8)
The resulting contribution to bci will now be real.
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The integration of the combination G¯∂wh is more involved. Note first that ∂w¯(G¯∂wh)
is real in view of the reduced field equations (3.13). As a result, we have
∂w¯
(
G¯∂wh
)
− ∂w
(
G∂w¯h
)
= 0 . (B.9)
Equivalently, the differential form
dw G¯∂wh+ dw¯ G∂w¯h (B.10)
is closed, and can be written as the total differential of a local real function Φ, as defined
in (4.2). This function was first encountered in equations (8.6) and (8.23) of [6], though in
the slightly different notation, Φ = hΨ.
We have thus succeeded in integrating the three expressions (B.7) into real flux poten-
tials, bci , which can be written in terms of the two real function h˜ and Φ,
bc1 = b
0
1 + (2 + γ + γ
−1)Φ− (γ − γ−1)h˜ ,
bc2 = b
0
2 + γ(Φ− h˜) , bc3 = b03 −
1
γ
(Φ + h˜) . (B.11)
The constant residual gauge variations b0i may be of course added freely to bi.
C Electric potentials in terms of (γ, h,G)
In this Appendix, we shall compute the conserved 7-form flux dΩ in terms of the reduced
data (γ, h,G) on Σ. Recall that dΩ was defined by
dΩ = ∗F + 1
2
C ∧ F . (C.1)
To work out the components dΩi of dΩ in (4.9), we shall need a careful evaluation of various
Poincaré duals. A useful formula is
F(p) ∧ ∗G(p) =
1
p!
Fa1···apG
a1···ap e0123456789\ , (C.2)
where \ stands for the 11-th dimension, indices are raised and lowered with the Minkowski
metric (−+ · · ·+), and
F(p) =
1
p!
Fa1···ap e
a1···ap , G(p) =
1
p!
Ga1···ap e
a1···ap . (C.3)
We shall also use the ε-frame anti-symmetric symbol on Σ, normalized to
ε9\ = ε9\ = ε9\ = 1 , εz
z = −εzz = i . (C.4)
As a result, we find
∗Σ ea = +εabeb , (C.5)
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where ∗Σ denotes the Poincaré dual taken in the 2-dimensional space appropriate for Σ,
and
∗ e012a = −εab e345678b , ∗ e345a = −εab e012678b , ∗ e678a = +εab e012345b , (C.6)
where duals are here taken in the eleven-dimensional space-time.
Having set our conventions, we next decompose the fields C and F onto the unit-
volume forms of S3 and AdS3 with the help of the reduction of (3.8). One readily obtains
the reduced expression for dΩ, given in (4.9), in terms of component one-forms dΩi on Σ
defined by (4.10). The explicit expressions for the dw components of the one-forms are
∂wΩ1 = i
f32 f
3
3
f31
∂wb1 +
1
2
(b2∂wb3 − b3∂wb2) + ∂wη1 ,
∂wΩ2 = i
f31 f
3
3
f32
∂wb2 − 1
2
(b3∂wb1 − b1∂wb3) + ∂wη2 ,
∂wΩ3 = i
f31 f
3
2
f33
∂wb3 − 1
2
(b1∂wb2 − b2∂wb1) + ∂wη3 , (C.7)
where we have included the total-derivative ambiguity, see equation (4.10).
Next, we factor out the dependence on ci and νi, just as we had done for the components
of the magnetic potentials bi in (4.6). Let us define bi = νibˆi/c3i , where the νi are the signs
introduced earlier which are subject to the constraint ν1ν2ν3 = −σ. We also rescale the ηi
accordingly, and make use of relation (3.16), namely c1c2c3f1f2f3 = σh where σ = ±1. In
terms of these data, we may scale out of Ω the following dependence on ci, νi and σ,
Ωi =
νiσc
3
i
c31c
3
2c
3
3
Ωˆi , so that dΩˆi = − h
3
c6i f
6
i
(
∗Σ dbˆi
)
+
1
2
εi
jk bˆjdbˆk + dηˆi . (C.8)
The most important flux component will be i = 1, since its contribution to dΩ is dual to
the compact cycle S3 × S3 warped over a curve in Σ. For this component we have
∂w(Ω
s
1 + Ω
c
1) = ih
(GG¯− 1)2
W+W−
∂w bˆ1 − 1
2
bˆ2∂w bˆ3 +
1
2
bˆ3∂w bˆ2 + ∂wηˆ1 , (C.9)
where we have again written the one-form as the sum of a cohomological piece, and one
that does not contribute to the electric charges, Ωˆ1 ≡ Ωs1 + Ωc1. The components ∂wΩ2
and ∂wΩ3 may be similarly expressed, but we shall not need them. Furthermore, for our
purposes ηˆ1 is proportional to bˆ2bˆ3, which has been computed earlier and can be added
back when needed. We therefore set it to zero in the rest of this appendix, and add it back
only at the end of section 4.2.
From here the analysis parallels the one for the magnetic potentials in Appendix B. We
first single out the ∂wG¯ terms in ∂wΩˆ1 and integrate them to obtain Ωs1. One may choose
the integration constant so that Ωs1 is real. The result is,
Ωs1 =
h
2W+
(
γh(GG¯− 1) + (Φ + h˜)(G+ G¯)
)
− h
2W−
(
1
γ
h(GG¯− 1) + (Φ− h˜)(G+ G¯)
)
(C.10)
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where the function Φ was defined in (4.2). The remaining part of ∂wΩ1 is then given by
∂wΩ
c
1 = −
(
G¯(h˜− ih) + iΦ
)
∂wh . (C.11)
Using the facts that h is harmonic, and that h˜− ih is holomorphic, it is straightforward to
compute the ∂w¯ derivative of the above equation, and check that it is real,
∂w¯∂wΩ
c
1 = −
1
2
(G+ G¯)
h˜
h
∂wh∂w¯h− i
2
(G− G¯)∂wh∂w¯h . (C.12)
From this one can show that ∂wΩc1 may indeed be integrated, as expected.
To be more specific, we begin by eliminating G¯ in (C.11) in favor of the real function
Φ. After straightforward manipulations, we are led to solve the following equation:
∂wΩ
c
1 = −(h˜− ih)∂wΦ− iΦ∂wh , (C.13)
or equivalently, using ∂wh = i∂wh˜,
∂w
(
Ωc1 + h˜Φ
)
= ih∂wΦ− 2iΦ∂wh . (C.14)
We shall now show that, whenever h and G satisfy (3.13), there exists a real smooth function
Λ, which can be computed explicitly in terms of (h,G), and such that
Ωc1 = −h˜Φ + Λ . (C.15)
In order to prove this final step, it is convenient to make the usual holomorphic change
of coordinate so that w = −h˜+ ih ≡ x+ iy. Equation (C.14) then takes the form
(∂x − i∂y)
(
Ωc1 − xΦ
)
= iy(∂x − i∂y)Φ− 2Φ . (C.16)
Decomposed into real and imaginary parts this reads
∂x(Ω
c
1 − xΦ) = y∂yΦ− 2Φ , and ∂y(Ωc1 − xΦ) = ∂x(−yΦ) . (C.17)
The second equation may be thought of as a conservation equation, and thus, locally, there
exists a real function Λ such that
− yΦ = ∂yΛ and Ωc1 − xΦ = ∂xΛ . (C.18)
Inserting these expressions in the first equation gives an equation for Λ alone,(
∂2x + ∂
2
y +
1
y
∂y − 4
y2
)
(y−2Λ) = 0 . (C.19)
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C.1 Solving for the function Λ
Equation (C.19) resembles (4.5), the only difference between the two is in the coefficient
of the 1/y2 term. Both equations may be solved by Fourrier transform, and we will then
show that the solutions can be matched with the first equation in (C.18).
The Fourier transforms in x are given by,
Φ(x, y) = yΨ(x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
2pi
(
Φk(y) e
−ikx + Φ∗k(y) e
ikx
)
,
Λ(x, y) = y2 Ψˆ(x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
2pi
(
Λk(y) e
−ikx + Λ∗k(y) e
ikx
)
, (C.20)
where Ψk(y) and Λk(y) satisfy the modified Bessel equation for indices ν = 1, 2 respectively,(
−k2 + ∂2y +
1
y
∂y − 1
y2
)
Ψk(y) = 0 ,(
−k2 + ∂2y +
1
y
∂y − 4
y2
)
Ψˆk(y) = 0 . (C.21)
The general solution of these equations gives
Φk(y) = −ψ1(k) yI1(ky) + ψ2(k) yK1(ky) ,
Λk(y) = ψˆ1(k) y
2I2(ky) + ψˆ2(k) y
2K2(ky) . (C.22)
Next, we use the first equation of (C.18) to relate Φ and Λ. It is manifest that the absence
of x-dependence and derivatives in x implies that the first relation in (C.18) descends to
the Fourier coefficients, and we have
− yΦk(y) = ∂yΛk(y) . (C.23)
The standard recursion relations of modified Bessel functions,
d
dz
(
z2I2(z)
)
= z2I1(z) ,
d
dz
(
z2K2(z)
)
= −z2K1(z) , (C.24)
allows us then to match the Fourrier coefficients,
ψˆi(k) =
ψi(k)
k
i = 1, 2 . (C.25)
The second relation in (C.18) leads now to a complete expression for Ωc1,
Ωc1(x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
2pi
e−ikxψ1(k)
(−xyI1(kr)− iy2I2(ky))+ c.c.
+
∫ ∞
0
dk
2pi
e−ikxψ2(k)
(
xyK1(kr)− iy2K2(ky))
)
+ c.c. (C.26)
Thus Ωc1 and the function Λ can be computed from Φ, at least in a local patch, as advertised.
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D Solving the BPS equations with h constant
In this appendix we adapt the analysis carried out in [6, 10] to the special case of constant
harmonic function h. Reference [10] introduced the functions ωα = ραα¯3/κ and ωβ =
ρββ¯3/κ, where ρ is the scale factor of the metric on Σ, α and β are the components of the
Killing spinor defined in (3.10), and κ = ∂wh. In terms of these auxiliary functions, the
BPS equations reduce to the pair of differential equations
∂wω¯α − ∂w(λ¯4ω¯α) = κ
2
(c1 − c2)
(
ρ
|κ|
) 3
2
ω
1
4
α ω¯
1
4
α
λ¯2 + λ2
(λλ¯)
1
2
, (D.1)
3
4
∂w ln(λ
2ωα) =
3
2
∂w ln
(
ρ
|κ|
)
+
1
8
∂w ln ω¯α
λ¯2 + 9λ2
λ¯2 + λ2
+
1
8
∂w ln(λ¯
4ω¯α)
9λ¯2 + λ2
λ¯2 + λ2
,
and to the algebraic constraint(
1− (2γ + 1)λλ¯
)
− λ4
(
1− 2γ + 1
λλ¯
)
=
1
ωα
, (D.2)
where λ is the ratio (ωβ/ωα)1/4.
When κ = ∂wh = 0, the above definitions of ωα, ωβ are singular. To proceed, we go
through the same steps as [10] using instead the functions ωα = ραα¯3 and ωβ = ρββ¯3,
which are not scaled by κ but only by ρ. After some simple algebra, one arrives at the same
equations (D.1) but with κ set equal to 1, and at the same constraint (D.2) but with the
right-hand-side set to zero.
The constraint equation can in this case be explicitly solved, with the result
λ = |λ| exp iλφ, λφ = npi/4 where n ∈ {0, 1, 2...7} ,
|λ| ∈ {1, (2γ + 1± 2
√
γ(1 + γ))1/2} . (D.3)
The case |λ| = 1 implies |α| = |β|, which makes the factor f2 = 0 everywhere. Likewise,
the cases λφ = 0, pi/2 imply that f3 ∼ (α¯β − αβ¯) ∼ sin(2λφ) = 0 everywhere. Thus,
these solutions are singular, and though it is conceivable that they can be reinterpreted as
a decompactification limit, we do not pursue this possibility here. We focus therefore on
λφ ∈ {pi/4, 7pi/4}, and |λ| 6= 1 which requires γ > 0.
Using the fact that λ is constant, one can write the second equation in (D.1) as a total
derivative whose integral is an antiholomorphic function. Without loss of generality, we
may write the antiholomorphic function as the derivative of a real harmonic function X.
Using also λφ ∈ {pi/4, 7pi/4} finally gives
ρ3/2 ω¯5/4α ω
−3/4
α = (∂w¯X)
2 . (D.4)
The power on the right-hand side of this equality has been chosen so that X is a scalar on
Σ. Since the conformal factor ρ is real, we can furthermore write
ρ3 = |∂w¯X|4|ωα|−1. (D.5)
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Substituting into the first equation in D.1 leads to
∂wω¯α = ∂wX∂w¯X
(c1 − c2)|λ|
1− λ¯4 cos(2λφ) = 0 , (D.6)
where we have used the fact that cos(2λφ) = 0.
The above equation tells us that ωα is holomorphic, so without loss of generality we
write ωα = ∂wY for some real harmonic function Y . From the reality condition of ρ we
deduce that ∂wY = C∂wX, where C is a complex constant. Putting everything together,
one arrives at the following expressions for the metric factors of the three (pseudo)spheres:
f31 =
(1 + |λ|2)3
c31
|C|2 , f32 = −
(1− |λ|2)3
c32
|C|2 , f33 = σ˜
8|λ|3
c33
|C|2 , (D.7)
where σ˜ = − sin(2λφ) = ±1. In addition, the Weyl factor of the metric on Σ reads
ρ3 =
1
|C| |∂wX|
3 . (D.8)
Note that the metric factors fi are constant, and that the metric on Σ is conformally-flat,
i.e. it can be made flat by a conformal change of coordinates. This proves that the fibration
is trivial, and the geometry is locally AdS3×S3×S3×E2 as advertized. The relations (5.6)
among the (pseudo)sphere radii follow from the identity 4γ|λ|2 = (1 − |λ|2)2, and the
relations c1 + c2 + c3 = 0 and c2 = γc3.
We may also compute the gauge potentials and charges of the solution. Choosing a
local coordinate such that X = x with w = x + iy, and picking a definite sign for b2, one
finds
b1 = −2(1 + |λ|
2)2
c21
|C|x, b2 = 2(1− |λ|
2)2
c22
|C|x, b3 = σ˜ 8|λ|
2
c23
|C|x. (D.9)
Note that the corresponding one-forms all point in the same direction x in Σ. If this
direction is compact, there exist two 4-cycles that support M5-brane charge: Cx × S32 and
Cx × S33 , where Cx is the circle parametrized by x. The definition (4.17) then gives
M(2) =
2(1− |λ|2)2
c22
|C|`x , M(3) = σ˜ 8|λ|
2
c23
|C|`x , (D.10)
where `x is the circumference of the x-circle. Note that M(3) = σ˜γM(2), so the parameter
γ is the ratio of the two M5-brane charges of the solution.
The M2-brane charge corresponding to the 7-cycle Cx×S32 ×S33 is formally the integral
of b2db3, or of −b3db2. Neither of these one-forms is however well-defined on the x-circle.
The ambiguity can be attributed to the Hanany-Witten effect [12] and to the smearing of
the M5-branes. To see why, let us compactify x1 in the configuration of Table 1, thereby
converting it to a type-IIA configuration of orthogonal D4-branes intersecting fundamental
strings. As the D4-branes cross each other, they create or destroy fundamental strings –
a phenomenon dual to anomaly inflow [61]. In principle this leads to an integer ambiguity
of the fundamental-string charge, but if the D4-branes are actually smeared, the ambiguity
becomes continuous.
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E Detailed formulae for the deformed AdS7×S4 solution
As a check of our formulae, we here compute explicitly some of the intermediate quantities
for the solution (7.3) of the BPS equations. The harmonic function,
h = 2ξ sinh(2x) sin(2y) , (E.1)
vanishes on the real and on the imaginary-z axes, and is everywhere positive in the interior
of the strip 0 < y < pi/2, as required. Furthermore, some straightforward algebra gives:
(GG¯− 1) = X−1 [sin(2y)]2 (1− cosh(2x)) , |G+ i|2 = X−1 [sin(2y)]2 ,
|G− i|2 = X−1 {[sinh(2x)]2 + 2[sin(2y)]2(1− cosh(2x))} ,
where
4X = |sinh(2z)|2 = [sinh(2x)]2 + [sin(2y)]2 . (E.2)
Note that (GG¯ − 1) is negative in the interior of the strip, consistently with the fact that
these data give regular solutions for negative values of the parameter γ. From the above
formulae we may compute
W+ = X
−1 [sin(2y)]2 (1 + γ − γ cosh(2x)) ,
W− = X−1
{
[sinh(2x)]2 + (2 +
1
γ
) [sin(2y)]2 (1− cosh(2x))
}
. (E.3)
Note that W± simplify greatly if γ = −1/2, in which case the expressions (3.14) for the
metric factors read: f21 = 4L2 cosh
2 x, f22 = 4L2 sinh
2 x and f23 = 4L2[sin(2y)]2. These are
precisely the factors of the AdS7×S4 metric, eq. (7.4). For general (negative) values of γ,
there is no separation of x and y, and the AdS7×S4 geometry gets deformed in a way that
can be easily computed from the above expressions.
To calculate the fluxes and the charges, one needs the auxiliary functions
h˜ = −2ξ cos(2y) cosh(2x) , Φ = 2ξ cos(2y)(2 sinh2x− 1) . (E.4)
The reader may easily check that these solve the two defining equations, ∂zh˜ = −i∂zh and
∂zΦ = G¯∂zh or, more conveniently, G = i∂¯z¯Φ/∂¯z¯h˜. One other useful formula is
X(G+ G¯) = sinh(2x) sin(2y) cos(2y) . (E.5)
Note that the expressions in (E.1), (E.2), (E.4) and (E.5) are the same for all values of γ.
Inserting (E.1) to (E.5) in the expressions (4.7) for the flux fields gives
bs2 = −γ
h(G+ G¯)
W+
= 8ξγ cos(2y)
sinh2x cosh2x
(2γ sinh2x− 1) ,
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bc2 = b
0
2 + γ(Φ− h˜) = b02 + 8ξγ cos(2y) sinh2x ,
bs3 =
1
γ
h(G+ G¯)
W−
=
2ξ
γ
cos(2y)
[sinh(2x) sin(2y)]2{
[sinh(2x)]2 + (2 + 1γ ) [sin(2y)]
2 (1− cosh(2x))
} ,
bc3 = b
0
3 −
1
γ
(Φ + h˜) = b03 +
4ξ
γ
cos(2y) . (E.6)
For γ = −1/2 these magnetic gauge potentials simplify to bs2 +bc2 = b02, which can be chosen
equal to zero, and
bs3 + b
c
3 = b
0
3 +
2ξ
γ
cos(2y)
(
[sin(2y)]2 + 2
)
=⇒ d(bs3 + bc3) = −
12ξ
γ
[sin(2y)]3 dy , (E.7)
which is precisely the volume element on the four-sphere. This is as expected for the
AdS7×S4 solution, which has only one type of M5-brane flux. For γ 6= −1/2, the second
5-brane flux is also turned on, as is evident from the above expressions.
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